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I.   INTRODUCTION 

The   purpose  of this   study  19  to  investigate   selected 

themes  In  the  Amadfg  with a   view  to  comparing  this  work 

later  with  Cervantes'   Don   ^ulJote.     The  Amadfs  Is  the 

finest  work  to  emerge   In Spain  during  the  process  of change 

from   the  heroic  epic  to   the  romance  of  chivalry.     This 

change  began  In  the  twelfth  century  and  has  to   some  degree 

Influenced  the   form  of  the  novel   ever  since.     It  was,  in 

effect,   the  beginning of  the  modern art  of novel  writing.1 

Topics  were no  longer  prescribed,   although at  first   the 

rom'-ince  was  based  on chronicles  and  popular  tradition. 

Almost   all authors   claimed  historical  authenticity,   but 

their  primary  aim  was  to   entertain the   public,  and  they 

seldom made  great   effort   to   separate   fact   from   fiction. 

Gradually   the  romance moved  farther  from  historical   fact 

until   It  made  little  or  no   pretense  of anything but  enter- 

tainment.     This  was  a  radical   departure   from  the  epic  age 

that  had  preceded  it.     The  romance's   treatment  of love and 

Jealousy has directly influenced the  form of the modern 

novel.     When the romance  turned from eplo literature, 

it Introduced more  Bhallow,   stereotyped characters.     In 

other  aspects,   the  romance  outdid  the   epic  In extravagance 

^William  P.  Ker, Epic and Romance 
(New York:   Dover Publications,  1957),  chap.  5. 



and color.     Nevertheless,   William  P. Ker sees It as essen- 

tially weak In Imagination,  and sets as one of the goals of 

students of romance the  search for areas In which the 

romance turns back to the richer life of national epic. 

It Is  true that the new literature Is basically dif- 

ferent  from  what  was  produced In  the  previous age.    Many 

characteristics  of  the  romance  are  easily  distinguished 

from  those  of  the  epic.     In  the  romance,   figures  are  usually 

aristocratic.     Gillian Beer  expresses  the opinion  that  the 

royalty of  the  characters   serves  to  universalize   them, 

removing the Individual  traits that distinguish one person 

from another,  and allowing the reader more easily  to Identify 

with them.2     Sexual  love,   too, Is a major theme and one that 

reflects,   as  we   shall  see  below,   social   conditions with 

which readers were  familiar.     The romance often shows 

great concern for the minutiae of everyday life,   the small, 

homely objects   that   everyone  uses.     This  Is   part  of the 

desire   to   create an  Illusion  of reality  In  the Imaginary 

world.    Many  writers of romance occupy themselves  with 

this aspect  of  the   literature  to  such a  degree  that  the 

fantastic circumstances come  to appear commonplace and 

uninteresting.     Nevertheless,   these circumstances   form 

part of almost  every romance.    Love and adventure appear in 

an endless succession of episodes  told with a  freely moving 

20111ian Beer,   The Romance 
(London: Methuen,  197&T,     pp.   2-3. 



Imagination very like  that of a dreaming man.    This la 

vernacular literature raised to  the level of Its  courtly 

subject matter,  but   In a  language  Intelligible  to  all. 

The  romance  almost  always  takes  place  In a  remote   past, 

a  faraway  place,   or  a   situation  socially   far removed   from 

that  of the  reider.     It  Is  what   Taylor  calls  the   "marvel"  of 

distance.*     Beer explains  It  as  a  necessity,   for  If the 

romance  depicted  a  world  too   similar  to  that  of  the  reader, 

it  would appear  too   stylized  and  Impossibly  perfect.     The 

reader  must  not  be allowed to   feel  that  anything  in the 

story  is  impossible.     The  author  alone  has  the  power  to 

decide   what   can  and  what   cannot  be.     If  the  reader is  to 

enjoy   the  romance,  he  must  accept   the  author's rules.     If 

he does not enter into the spirit of the   story, he will be 

bored.     Having accepted  It,   he  Is  able   to  experience  on  the 

same level as in mythology or  fairy tales.     He will also 

find  ease  of identification with  the  characters because of 

their  simplification.     He will move about In the romantic 

world as he does in his own dreams, able to enjoy the 

novelty  to   the   fullest  because   he  knows  that,  as  In a 

dream,   he  need  not  abide   there   forever. 

We have,   then, a romance  in which the ordinary and the 

extraordinary occur side by side in a  prolonged series of 

^A.   B.   Taylor,  An  Introduction  to  Medieval Romance 
(New Yorki  Barnes & Noble,   1969),  p.  215. 

4 
Beer,  chap.  1. 



episodes which often intermingle to form an arabesque 

of elements of the plot, but without conclusion.  It is 

a dream world. The novel presents the known world, while 

the romance presents the dreams of the known world and the 

fulfillment of its desires. 

The romance flourishes in times of rapid change. It 

offers escape from the world of reality while at the same 

time teaching us something about it.  It appeals to our 

senses directly through primary colors, strong emotion, and 

simplified characterization that emphasizes one element 

above all others.  Beer suggests that because it presents 

an ideal world It has something of the prophetic.  It makes 

us wonder what possibilities our own reality may hold 

in some ideal future.5 

The romance was a literature of the feudal society in 

all its aspects—military, social, religious and emotional. 

As feudalism gave rise to chivalry, so chivalry gave rise 

to the romance.  When feudalism declined, the romance 

followed." New winds were blowing, and the Renaissance 

reader demanded a more searching literature than the simple, 

entertaining stories of chivalry. But the romance has 

never really died. It arises from time to time to capture 

the imagination of a new generation of readers, and in 

the Renalseance alBO many readers enjoyed its ideal worlds. 

Slbld., chap. 5.  6Taylor, pp. 254-255. 



In  our  own  time   some   aee   science   fiction  as  Its  latest 

manifestation.' 

The  twelfth century  romance,   however,   has  Its  own 

char icterlstlcs,   shared by   Its own  time,   ar.d  to  understand 

any  single  romance one must   understand  what  characteristics 

they  share.     One of the most   prevalent themes is that of 

love. 

The  treatment  of love   is at  all   times  an artificial  ar.d 

literary  one  in  the  romance,   and  it  varies  from  place  to 

place and  from  time   to   time.     It   is,   however,   characteristic 

of  the  romance and offers  contrast  with  the  earlier,   heroic 

literature.     When  the  chief  concern  was  the  national  wel- 

fare  and   feats  of heroism  offered  in  its  name,   the  highest 

expression of individual  love was not  possible.       In the 

romance,   individuals   do  love,  but   they  seldom  love  their 

spouses,   for  m-irri ,ge  in  the  medieval   setting is   for  politi- 

cal   or  economic   purposes and   is most  often  Incompatible 

with  love.     Three   kinds of  love  may  be  discerned.     A  formal 

kind  originated  perhaps  in  Biblical   sources.    A  passionate, 

sensuous  relationship  can  be   triced  to   the   chansons  de 

geste and  to  Ovid.9     And  the  idealized  love  of the  trouba- 

dors,   felt   strongly  in  southern France,   less   so  in  the 

North,   gives  the  romance   some   particularly   lovely  examples 

of the bond  between man and woman,     '/i.   P.   Ker dwells  at 

7Beer,   p.   78.       8Taylor,   p.  243.        9Ibid.,   p.   233. 



some length on the Importance of Provencal lyric poetry 

to the love theme of the romance.     He states that the 

courteous   science of love Is the dominant theme of the 

romance.10    Juan Luis Alborg,  too,  considers love to be 

"everything" in the romance.11    Gillian Beer,  however, 

sees  thiB   theme   supplanted In  some   stories  by  the desire 

for adventure,  as  in  the   search  for  a  grail  or  for  some 

other  treasure.12     Ker  findB   the  roots  of  Provencal   poetry 

in popular love  poetry and in Ovid's Ars Amatorl^.1' 

Taylor,  as   seen above,   finds  rather  that  Ovid  la a  generator 

of passionate,   not   courtly  love.     Neither,   however,   dis- 

putes Ker in his  statement that one of the  strongest 

classical  influences  on medieval  romance  Is   the   loyalty  of 

hero and heroine,  as seen in Virgil's Aeneld or Ovid's 

Metamorphoses.     From this Influence  flows a current that 

becomes the manners and morals of chivalry.l4 

The   social   conditions  of  the  time  determined much of 

what  readers  knew and  expected to  hear.     There  is  a  frequent 

expression of the belief that marriage will hinder a knights 

pursuit of his office and a consequent unwillingness to 

enter into  such a union.     Women, on the other hand,  found 

themselves restricted by male authority at all times,  but 

10Ker,   chap.   5. 

11 Juan  Luis Alborg,   Hlstorla  de  la  llteratura espanola, 
rial Oredoe,  1966-?i»).  I1255. 3 vols.   (Madrid: Editorla 

12Beer,  p.  3.       15Ker,   p.  345.       l4Ibid.,  p.   346. 



the married woman enjoyed marginally  greater freedom.    Life 

In  the medieval   castle  was limited.     The   castle  Itself was 

Isolated  geographically,   and  within its  walls  there  was 

little work or recreation for knights and ladles.     Sheer 

yearning for diversion could be sufficient  to  precipitate 

an affair of passion.    This was doubly  so In view of the 

fact  that  love  within marriage  was  not  a  realistic 

expectation.    Marriage was arranged, and to enter Into It 

against  the  wishes of one's   father was unthinkable,   even 

physically  dangerous,   for a daughter or for a son.    If one 

desired love It had to be  sought Illicitly. 

Women,  as the sex with more leisure  time,  are often 

seen In the romance to Initiate love-making.    And If the 

lady is spurned,   she may take  terrible revenge.     The mere 

threat to  do   so  can reduce a knight to   submission. 

The only duty of a knight  that  supersedes his loyalty 

to his lord Is service to   his lady.     Faithful  fulfillment 

of a pledge  to a lady Is of paramount  Importance,  and an 

honorable man may endure extraordinary hardship In order to 

keep his word.     Faithfulness In service and fidelity In 

love are the  hallmarks of this relationship.     Love Is above 

even  the  law,   and no  matter  how Illicit  the  circumstances, 

It Is never lmoure as long as it remains true to Its own 

Ideal.15     To   Alborg,   this   Is  a   pagan rendering of  the 

^Taylor,   p.   252. 
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medieval  religious ideal,*"    At the  same  time,  the 

unorthodox  nature  of  the  relationship  can  cause   great  diffi- 

culty   for  the  lovers.     The  reader  of  the  romance  is   pre- 

sented  not  only an  array  of  the   sweet   fruits of  love,   but 

he  also  experiences  vicariously  the   pangs  of  separation, 

rejection,   fear  for  the   stfety of  the   loved one,   and  all 

the  other   sorrows   tint  an  author's  Imagination  can  create. 

Closely   linked  with  love  and   service  of women  is  the 

medieval   knight's   code  of  chivalry.     This   code  was   the 

result  of  both   feudal   custom  and  religious   teaching.     A 

knight  w-ts   expected  to  right  wror.gs  and  to  aid  the  down- 

trodden.     These   unfortunates  were  not  the   common  people, 

for  citizens   and   peasants  were  a  class  apart.     Knights 

protected other  knights  with a   superb  sense of  fair  playj 

they   protected women,  and  they  were   their   king's  bodyguard 

in  battle.     The   latter   function  served a  practical   purpose 

in  the   feudal  world.     If  the   king  died  without  an   heir, 

the   State  could  disintegrate   and  suffer  conquest  by  a 

foreign   power.*'     Much  was  a  stake  when a   knight   pledged 

service   to   his   lord,   and  for  this  reaaon  the  pledge  was 

sacred.     The  romance offers  many  examples  of knights  who 

suffer  terribly  rather  than  break  their  word. 

Although  the  knight  might  watch  serenely  while  his 

followers massacred  peasants and violated their wives and 

16 Alborg,   p.   254.       17Taylor,   p.   190. 



daughters,  this aspect of chivalry Is  seldom portrayed 

In the Ideal world of the romance.    Indeed, a change may 

be discerned with the  Increasing devotion to the Virgin 

Mary and the  gradually larger role of women as patrons of 

literature .1"    Knights are depicted as gentler than before 

with women and  Inferiors.     They  owe   service  to  women because 

women  are   helpless.     They  also owe   service   to  religion. 

The  virtues  of  humility  and  purity  become   very  Important, 

and  considerable  religious  ceremony  Is  associated  with  the 

attainment  of  knighthood.     Celibacy  comes  to  be  praised, 

although  It  Is  not   required.     The  characteristics,   then, 

of a  chivalrous  knight  are willingness  to  make   any   sacrifice 

In order to  honor his  pledges and obligations,  eagerness to 

suffer If It  is  for the benefit of others,  respect   for 

worren  and  children, devotion  to   the  Church,   and a  highly 

developed   sense  of  fair  play  In relation  to  other  knights. 

One  also   sees   Interest   In  horses and  weapons,  understandable 

when  warfare  Is  man's   chief  concern.     On  the  darker   side, 

hostility   toward  foreign  customs  can  leid  to  extreme 

cruelty  towards  one's  enemies.     This  Is  a   two-edged   sword, 

and  physical   strength  Is  In  the  last  resort  a man's  best 

security.     Strength and skill In battle are  highly  prized. 

Their  Importance   gives   rise  to exaggerated physical 

descriptions  of both  heroes and  their  foes.     A man who  wine 

18 Ibid.,   p.  194. 
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a  reputation  for  these  qualities  In  his  youth may   find 

that  his   fame  alone   protects   him and  his   family  In old 

ape.     For  this  reason,   concerned  parents  may offer  their 

daughters  In marriage   to  men  who   |erform  great   feats  of 

strength. 

The   literary  value  of  an  emphasis  on  physical   prowess 

Is  obvious.     The authors  of  the  romance  wrote   for a   public 

that  desired  amusing  reading.     Therefore,    interest   tends 

to  be   In  excitement.     In  the  absence  of any  national  crisis 

to   awaken   strong  emotion,   the   writers   took  recourse   to  the 

supernatural  with  the   possibility  it  offers  of embellishing 

any   act.     It  was  an  easy  direction  in  which  to  move,   since 

the   re.aders  were   accustomed  to  a  Church  that   put  emphasis 

more  on   the  supernatural   than  In  Its  own  philosophical 

antecedents,   and   since   the  limited  routine  of  life  made   the 

desire   to  escape   very  intense.     Most   romances   claimed  to 

be  historler.,   and   the  medieval   European  wis   generally 

lp-norant  of  remote  times  and   places.     Excitement  means 

essentially  novelty,   and  novelty  is  easy  In  an  exotic 

netting.     To   the   readers  the  natur il   and  supernatural  were 

not   readily   separated,   and anything was  believable   In  a 

faraway   land.     Stories  brought   from   the  £ast  by  "ilgrims 

and  crusaders   came   to   form  the  basis  of  the  romance's 

elements.     Tales  originating  perhaps  In  India  were   heard 

In  the  Levant  and  on  the   fringes  of Anatolia,   told  by  Arabs, 

Turks, and  Greeks.     Visual   impressions,   too,   had  their  effect. 
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Steven  Hunciman   tells  us   that  many  an  ambassador  to   the 

court  of Constantinople was  dazzled by   the   song of mechan- 

ical birds and the roar of golden lions.19    The romance 

owes  a  debt   to   the   Orient   for  many  of Its   descriptions of 

strange  creatures,   clothing,   furnishings,   buildings  and 

gardens.     On  the  other  hand,   Taylor   points  out   that   person- 

al  and  place  names  often  come   from  classical  sources,  and 

so  consistent  is  the  desire   to   give   the  illusion of reality 

to  this   fantasy  that  it  often  becomes  another  place  of 

routine,  and  the  heroes are  made  Immune  to   surprise.     They 

accept   serenely   the  physical  prowess  that   turns   so  fre- 

quently  into  superhuman  strength  pitted against   giants 

and  exaggerated  numbers of  adversaries.     Even  horses   have 

their   share  of  glory,   performing  feats  to  rival   those 

of classical   ateede.'-O 

If the  reader  was  willing  to  believe   the  wonders of 

the  Greek  court,   he   could  accept  with  equal   ease  the 

pseudo-scientific  writings  of  Greek  Alexandria  and  see  in 

the medicinal  qualities  of  herbs  and  springs  magic  to 

rival   that  of  the  wizards.     Gemstones  too  were  believed  to 

Possess  Dowers.     Many  knights  who  were  loved  by   fairies  or 

mysterious  ladles   gave  gifts of magic   Jewels.     Many  knights 

were aided in their  endeavors  by   friendly magicians,   and 

^Steven  Hunciman,   Byzantine   Civilization 
(Cleveland:   The  World  Publishing  Co.,   1961),   p.   126. 

20Taylor,   chap.   12. 
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at   times   even  God  is  treated  as  a  particularly  powerful 

magician.21 

The  giants  and monsters   that  menaced  the  heroes   serve 

also  as   symbols  of  the  evil   rowers of  the  natural  world. 

These  evils  are   ever  present,   and one  means   frequently  used 

to   create   suspense   is  the  disguises  characters  assume  to 

elude   them.     At   times,   kniphts appear  In  unmarked  armor, 

or  they may  travel   Incognito  as   palmers—a   favorite 

disguise  of romance. 

Closely related to  these  matters  Is medieval  religion. 

Religion in  the  romance   presents  a   face  strange  to   twentieth- 

century man.     Christianity  had spread among Latins,   Celts, 

and  Germans after  the   fall  of  the  Roman Empire, but  It   had 

not  waned  the  older  symbols.     It  was  added  to  them  and   the 

result  w,s  a  confusion  of  forms  and  beliefs   In which  the 

untutored wandered as  In a maze,   depending  upon  ecclesias- 

tlc-.l   authorities   for  guidance.     Gradually,   men  of little 

learning occupied  the  positions of Influence,  and the 

Church  came  to  draw less  on  the  philosophical  basis  of its 

doctrine,   and more  on ritual   and  Inflexible  dogma.     As 

generations  passed,   distortions accumulated.     Practices 

that  had  formerly  been out  of  place   in  the   Christian  Church 

came  to  be  encouraged.     Mystical  ecstasies,   elaborate 

rituals,   physical mortification were desired and praised. 

21Ibld.,   p.   221. 
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It 1B no wonder that the romance stresses  the outer forms 

of  religion,   such as attendance  at  mass  and  confession. 

The  Church was considered  to  be  all-powerful,  and  the 

help of God  was  essential   for  success  in  any  enterprise. 

Divine  Influence  was  seen  in  the   trials  by  combat  between 

Christian and  non-Christian  elements,  and  God  sometimes 

sent  knights   to  kill  the   infidel  and  the  blasphemer. 

Magic  wan  not   easily  distinguished  from  religion  in  the 

mind of the   laity.     Many  virtuous men  experienced  prophetic 

visions,  and a  dream was  a  matter  to  take  up with an 

authority  who   could Interpret  its   significance. 

The  characteristics  of  the  romance   developed in  France 

with  the  roman  courtols   and  its   preferred  stories  were 

those of the   Breton  cycle.     By   the   fourteenth century,   the 

principle  romances   were   circulating widely  in the  Iberian 

Peninsula also,   and  Spaniards  were  familiar  with  Merlin, 

Arthur,   Lir.celot  and  the  knights  of  the  Round Table.     The 

oldest  romance  written originally  In   Spanish  Is 

£1   Caballero   Clfar,   but   the  most   renowned,   and a   product  of 

the   Breton cycle,   is  without  doubt   the  Amadfs.     This  work 

is  the  most  influential  of  the  Spanish romances, and  in  the 

apogee  of this  genre  in  Spain   (1510-1550),  many     imitations 

of it  were  written.     Its  acceptance  was  enthusiastic  and 

lasted  for more   than a  century.     Not  only  was  it   admired 

in  Snain,  but  more  than  twenty  editions  appeared  in  trans- 

lation  in  France.     It was  read  by   Saint   Teresa and 
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Ignaclo  de  Loyola,  by   consul stadores  and  contemporary  Italian 

writers.     If  one   1B  to  consider  the   themes  of the  Spanish 

romir.ce of  chivalry,   no better  Bingle   choice  could be made 

than  the  Amadfs.     Alborg praises  It  as   less   frivolous  in 

love   than  the   French romances,   free  of  the  excesses  of Its 

Spanish  Imitators,  and  elegant   In  style.     He  points  out 

that  It  handles  with  the   greatest   skill  all  the   diverse 
22 elements of the romance.s 

The origins of the Amadfa are obscure, but there are 

Indications that It may have been written about 1492. 

The first edition appeared In Zaragoza In 1508, signed by 

Garcl Rodriguez de Montalvo.  Consensus 1B, however, that 

Kontalvo (called Qarcl Ordonez In later editions) Is not 

the original author.  An Amadfs In three books was known 

prior to 1379, ar.d evidence suggests that It was In fact 

written before 1325.  There Is, In addition, evidence to 

support a clilm of Portuguese authorship.  The obscurity 

of Its origin has given rise to considerable diversity of 

opinion among scholars, and the only certain fact Is that 

the story of Amadfs was known In Spain almost two hundred 

years before the Zaragoza edition. 5 

The present study will consider major elements of the 

romance as they are treated In the Amadis.  A bibliographical 

search has revealed no such study.  Histories of Spanish 

22Alborg, chap. 10.  23Ibld. 
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literature dwell primarily on the problem of the author- 

ship and antecedents of the Amadfg, while alluding only In 

fragmentary fashion to themes within the work. Successive 

ohapters will study fighting and the military, physical 

beauty, rights of women, sexual morality, religion, magic, 

the position of squires, animals, and the procedure for 

attaining knighthood. As has been said, this Is a prelim- 

inary study of selected themes with a vew to comparison of 

the Amadfa with Cervantes' Don t^ul jote. 

The edition of the Amadfs that this writer found to 

be best la that of the Blblloteca de Autores Espanoles, 

Vol. 40.  This edition preserves early spelling conventions, 

Including accent marks on the preposition "a"" and the 

conjunction "e."  It omits accent marks on the final 

syllables of names ending In "-n."  It presents the Amadfs 

In four divisions called "books," each of which Is sub- 

divided Into chapters.  After quotations, a reference such 

as (AM If 17) is to be read "AnmdfB, Book I, Chapter 17." 
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II.   FIGHTING AND THE MILITARY IN  THE  A&iDIS 

Military  life  la  found  in  every  area  of the  Amadfs. 

At  times,  it  occurs  In a  manner  that   the  reader  finds 

difficult  to  accept.     The   superhuman element arises   from 

time  to   time  in  the   deeds  of most  main characters. 

Knights   do also  demonstrate  real  humanity  In admitting  fear 

and  in  showing  concern  for   their  companions'   safety. 

Some   subordinate  charicters   are willing to  rush  Into an 

unprovoked battle,   but  the  virtuous  men of  Amadfs' line 

scorn  the unthinking  knight  and at   times  will  even refuse 

to  participate  In a  martial   encounter  because of the  lack 

of  proper  cause.     For  those  men who  would   force others 

Into  unnecessary  and  unwanted  combat,   the   principal   char- 

acters  show the  utmost  contempt. 

The   civilian way  of life  Is described  without admira- 

tion  the   few  tlme9  it  is  mentioned,  and opinions  differ 

concerning the   very  value  of  the  code  of chivalry.     While 

Amadfs  hlmBelf never   doubts   its  worth,   the  knightly   code 

comes  under attack by  at  least one  knight  of Importance. 

The  rewards of  the  chivalrous   life  are  discussed with 

frankness,  and  virtuous  people  express   the  view that  worldly 

wealth and glory are In perfect accord with Christian 

morality  and  the  code  of chivalry.     Honor as  a  reward of 

the  knight  la  defined. 
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Attitudes  toward  fighting and  the  military  differ 

in  the  various   characters.     We   find an  array of opinion 

on almost  every aspect  of  chivalry and  there  is  no  unanim- 

ity  even  in  the   action.     We  find a  patently  unrealistic 

aspect   to  battle,   when  heroes  perform more-than-human 

feats   of arms.     Amadfs  even  expresses  indifference  to  supe- 

rior odds  when  the  dwarf warns  him,   "^No  veis  que los  caba- 

lleros   son  tres?—No  me  euro,   dlJo  el"      (AM I,   17). 

Oalaor  handily  defeats   two  adversaries: 

...lo  raato,   e  tornd  luego   sobre  el  otro;  e  como 
se   vlo  con el   solo,   quiso   fulr. ..Qalaor  lo  derri- 
bo...puso   la   espada  en la  valna y  echo  los 
caballeros  de  la  torre     (AM I,  25), 

And after  casting  the  bodies  off  the  tower,   he  strikes up 

a   conversation  with the  women  below.     A remarkable  battle 

takes   place  when  Amadfs  encounters  a  closed  cart   guarded 

by  eight  knights.     Their  refusal   to   show him what  is  inside 

causes   him   to   fight  them.     First   he  vanquishes   four,   then 

the  other  four  charge,   "Cuando  los  cuatro   vieron  a  sus 

compafieros  vencldos,  mucho   fueron  espantados.. .e  movleron 

...contra  Amadfs..."   (AM I,   21). 

There is also a realistic side to Amadfs, as when he 

admits fear in battlei  "...no me pongais mas mledo del que 

yo trayo, que no es poco..."  (AM IV, 46). And we find 

also the man Amadfs who does show concern for superior 

odds and for his followers:  "De me combatlr con vos, dljo 

el Doncel del Mar, no es hora; que vos tenels mucha gente 
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e  holgados,   e  noa muy  poca y  eeta   cansida..."   (AM I,   8). 

His people are outnumbered and tired,   their opponents are 

fresh, and Amadfs realistically refuses to fight   for the 

moment.    Another human concern Is   shown Just before his 

fight with King Abies:   "Vos tenels  safia de mf por lo que he 

fecho,  6 yo de vos...pues en nuestra  culpa no hay razon por 

que nlnguno otro padezca, y sea la batalla entre mf e vos" 

(AM I,  8).   Amadfs  tells  his  enemy   that  the  quarrel  Is  be- 

tween the  two of them, and there Is no reason that others 

should be physically hurt.    He suggests that   Just   they two 

battle  It out.     This   they  do.     Nor  Is  Amadfs  quick to  rush 

Into a fight.    This Is demonstrated in an outstanding scene 

of self-control,  in which ten knights attempt to  goad him 

Into fighting.    One tiur.ts him with the  following words: 

"...yo creo...que lo deJades con temor de perder el caba- 

llo.  —Pues que asf ha de  ser...antes quiero yo ir en el 

que meterlo en esa ventura..."   (AM II,  12).   The charge that 

he is afraid to lose his horse to  the victor has no effect. 

Another accuses him of being full ©f hot air: 

Parecenos,   caballero,   que  esas   vuestras  armas 
muy mas   son  defendidas  con^palabras  fermosas 
que con esfuerzo del corazdr... Vos me tened 
por cual qulsierdes,   dijo  el,  que por cosa que 
dlgils no me quitades  la bondad...   (AM II,  12). 

Amadfs answers,  in  effect,   "sticks  and  stones."     Finally 

all  ten take up the catcall:   "Todos ellos comenzaron a" 

declr:     jOh Santa Marfa, val,  que medroso caballero'.    Mas 

...fuese su vfa..."   (AM II,  12). He has left the ten behind, 
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and now comes unexpectedly upon Leonoreta,  daughter of 

King Llsuarte,  who  Bends a messenger to him:  "... ella 4 

todas las  doncellas vos mandan rogar que mantengades la  Justa 

a aquellos  caballeros...pues que lo manda,   facerlo 

he..."   (AM II,  12).   Now that  the princess asks him to con- 

front the ten,  he agrees, and vanquishes them all,  proving 

that  he  did not   refuse  to  fight  out  of cowardice.     What 

convinced him to fight was  the request of Leonoreta, whose 

requests he was  pledged to honor.     Thus hlB battle with the 

ten was undertaken not In haste, but out of long-standing 

duty.    Again, before leading his companions into battle,  he 

assembles them and advises that   "cada uno dlga  au parecer" 

(AM IV, 4).   Lleuarte, too, does not rush Into w»r;   rather, he 

takes counsel with hla companions.     Speaking to Arban 

Grumedan, and Oullan, he  says:   "...qulero,  como os hobe 

dlcho, me dlgeCis vuestro pareoer"   (4M IV,  15).    Indeed, 

Amadfs speaks with contempt of knights who  force others  to 

fight against  their will.    Referring to the ten who taunted 

him,  he says:   "...los  tengo por muy desmesurados en hacer 

que IOB caballeros que  van su camlno  se combatan contra su 

voluntad"   (AM  II,   12 ). 

Amadfe,  however Is wholly     committed to the military 

life.     He  describee  It as 

•ste oflclo  mllltar de  las  armas,  que  desde  el 
comlenzo del mundo fasta este nuestro tlempo nln- 
guna buena ventura de las  terrenalee al venclmlento 
e gloria suya se pudo nl  puede lgualar...   (AM IV,  4). 
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The military la the best of all possible lives. He goes 

on to say that there is "gran dlferer.cia en el seguir 

de las armaa 6 en los vlcios, y ganar los blenes temporales, 

como es entre el Juiclo de los hombres e las animalfas 

brutas" (AN IV, 4).  It is wholly  rational to choose the 

military life, but to seek temporal wealth as a civilian is 

brutish.  If the rewards of the military are not economic, 

what should one expect?  As Amadfs says, "esperando e dese- 

ar.do mas la gloria e fama que otra alpuna ganancla que dello 

venir podlese" (AM IV, 4).  Glory and fame are the rewards 

of chivalry.  And he adds almost as an afterthought that 

"dem's de haber mucho acrecentado en vuestras famas, 

habels hecho gran servlcio a Dios..." (AM IV, 4).  Chivalry 

also serves God. 

Honor is an Important consideration in fighting. The 

old knight whom Amadfs excuses from battle protests that 

he wants to fight because "a los mancebos convlene ganar 

honra y prez, e a los vie Jos de la sostener en cuanto pu- 

dieren" (AM I, 21).  It is the business of young knights 

to win honor and of old knights to uphold It as far as 

they are able.  This one saving statement will be repeated 

by Cuadragante further on.  Llsuarte, in speaking to the 

Romans In the face of defeat, gives a harsher view: 

...no queda otro remedlo sino que...los vlvos que 
quedan pongan tal remedlo a sus honras, que no pa- 
rezca de la muerte natural dellos redunda otra 
muerte artificial en los oue vlven 6 muerto... 
(AM IV, 3D- 
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They must  fight on for the sake of honor.    Honor, then, 

means  fighting to the death whether one wins or loses. 

Defeat le dishonor.    But Cuadragante expresses a  concept 

In which surrender does not mean defeat.    Here he echos 

the old knight above.     When Amadfs vanquishes Cuadragante 

and demands that he acknowledge defeat,   Cuadragante re- 

plies : 

VueBtra  voluntad,  dljo el,   fare yo por ealvar 
la vlda; pero  por vencldo no me debo otorgar 
con razdn;   que  no   es   vencldo aquel  que  sobre  su 
defendlmlento,   no  mostrando  cobardfa,   face 
todo lo que  puede,   fasta que la  fuerza y el 
allento le falta  e  cae a los pies de su enemlgo 
(AM II,   12). 

He surrenders In order to save his life;  but he will not 

adml'   defeat.    The dishonor of defeat Is removed If a man 

has  done all he  oould, without  cowardice,  until his strength 

failed him.    One  flghte Insofar as one can, and there can 

be no dishonor.    Amadfs agrees.    And accordingly,   Cuadra- 

gante gives a definition of defeat:   "...el vencldo es 

aquel  que deja de obrar lo que  facer podrfa por falta de 

corazdn"  (AJJ II,  12).    And It Is not out of place for 

enemies  to admire one another's qualities, as In King 

Abies'  statement  to Amadfs:   "...como quler que yo te desamo 

mucho te preclo mis que 6. ningun caballero con qulen me yo 

combatlese..."   (AU II,  12). 

In keeping,  however, with the constant undercurrent of 

the book,  the virtuous do win the ware.    They may lose 

battles,   but  their ultimate  victory le not  to be doubted. 
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Amadfe expresses   this to hla companions:   "...no  lo digo 

por  el  venclmlento  fecho  4-  los  romanos,  que,   segun la  dife- 

rencla  de   vuestra  vlrtud a  la  suya,  no   se   debe   ter.er en 

mucho..."   (AM IV,  4).     His  companions'   virtue  Is  greater 

than  that  of  the   Romans,   and  therefore   the  fact   that  they 

defeated  the  Romans  should not   surprise anyone. 

It  Is   Llsuarte,   however,   who  has  the   final  word In  the 

matter of  chivalry.     After his  defeat  by  Amadfs,   he  makes 

some decisions about   the military life:   ".. .muy cansado y 

enojado  de  ver tantas muertes e grar.des males, e  todo entre 

crlstianos"   (AM IV,  38).     He  begins  to  doubt  that  chivalry 

is a proper endeavor for Christians.     Concerning the under- 

lying  causes  of the  fighting,   he  sees  that   "las  causas 

por  donde   venfan  eran mundanales,   perecederas..." 

(AK IV,   38).     Amadfs   says  that  knights   serve  Cod,   but   to 

Llsuarte   the  basis  of  chivalry  is worldly and  perishable. 

He  begins  to   think  that  honor  is  not  everything:   "...e  a  el 

como   prfncipe  muy   noderoao,   era  dado  de   its   qultar a  su 

poder,  aunque  algo  de   su honra  se  menoscabase..." 

(AM IV,   38).     He  could  bring  peace,   even  though by  the   code 

of chivalry it would tarnish his honor.     In contrast to the 

rest  of the  book,   he realizes  that  he  had  "siempre   seguido 

todo al  contrarlo,   tenlendo en tanto la honra del mundo, 

que de todo  punto le habfa   fecho olvidar el reparo de 

su anlma..."   (AM IV,  38).     The honor of chivalry has 

actually  prevented  his   caring  for  the well-being of his 
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soul.     The honor of chlvarly is worldly.     And finally, 

"con   Justa causa  Dlos le habfa dado tan grandee azotes" 

(AM IV,  38).     God has actually punished him for devoting 

himself to  the  ideals of  chivalry. 

Thus,  we  have  a multiple  view of  chivalry—exaggerated 

in some respects, but often with realistic  concern for 

friends,   fear   for one's  own  safety,  and unwillingness  to  do 

battle  needlessly.     The  military  life  is  praised and is 

said  to   serve  Qod,  although  its  rewards are   fame  and  glory. 

There is  some variation in the concept of honor, but  the 

virtuous always win over the  wicked.     One of the main 

characters expresses his belief that  chivalry is anti- 

religious and that, moreover,  he is being punished for it. 

Llsuarte'a expression of his belief in God's wrath 

is  not a  chance   remark.     The   idea  that  a  divine   finger 

measures  the pulse of each human life and that  the individ- 

ual's condition is adjusted according to his virtue is con- 

stant  throughout  the book.     Not only one's circumstances, 

but  even one's   physical  appearance  may  reflect  this,  as  will 

be   seen  in  the  next   chapter. 
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III.    PHYSICAL BEAUTY  IN THE AMADI3 

The appearance of things Is never far from the minds 

of the characters of the Arnadfs.     If the reader allows 

himself to be guided in this fantasy world by the author, 

and if he abides by the author's rules, he will be 

dazzled by a  phantasmagoria of BhapeB and lines,  colors, 

smells, and sounds that  he  could never meet--or believe- 

in the real world.     It is an aristocratic population that 

lives in marvelous  castles,  wears beautiful clothing, 

ownB  lavish furnishings,  and admires   fine   Jewelry.    Even 

the landscapes are paintings In words.    The forest is 

cool  and the meadow is bright.     The breeze Is fresh and 

the  lake is clear.    In this setting move knights who 

seek high adventure. 

But beauty is not only  for literary effect.     There is 

a moral consideration.    It is a gift  from Ood,  and any 

human being may be looked upon from this viewpoint.    Men 

as  well as  women may  possess  this  quality,   and  we will 

see discussions concerning its presence or absence.     Unlike 

our own world,  it Is entirely proper In the Amadfs to 

base one's opinion of another person on appearance.     While 

beauty is not  the final consideration,  it is Important. 

This   extends to one's  possessions and one's close   friends. 

The appearance of evil   characters forms an excellent 
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contrast  to   that of  the  virtuous.     It  is  Implied  that  all 

knights  are  handsome  and  all   ladles  beautiful.     The  Imputa- 

tion of beauty  becomes  almost routine.     Sometimes  it   is 

synonymous   with youth and  sometimes  with  goodness.     It  is 

often   considered In  the  Amadfs an  indication of one's 

standing in  the  eyes  of God.     Almost   every  time  that  char- 

acters  meet,   something Is   said concerning  their  beauty  or 

lack of  It: 

E  cuando  Grasandor  vld  a  Orlana   e aquellas 
senoras   tan extremadae  en hermosura  e  gentlleza 
de   todas   cuantas  el   habfa  vlsto  ni  of do,   entaba 
tan  espantado,   que no   sabfa  que   declr,   e  no 
podfa creer slno que Dios por su mano las habfa 
hecho   (AM IV,   24). 

We  see  beauty  considered  to  be a  work of  Providence.     Not 

only are  women beautiful.     Brian  de  Monjaste  speaks  to 

Est'landlan In the following manner:   "Buen doncel,   Dios os 

faga  hombre  bueno asf  como  os   flzo   fermoso"   (AM  IV,   14). 

Here,  beauty   is  a  gift   from  Heaven;   it  exists   In men as 

well  as  In  women and  is  perhaps  even on a  par  with moral 

goodness   .     That  goodness  and beauty  are  not always  to 

be  considered  the   same  thing  Is  explicitly   stated by  Amadfs! 

"Los  corazones  de  los   hombres,   dljo   Beltenebros,   facen las 

cosas  buenas;   que  no   el  buen parescer"   (AM II,   2).     He 

adds   that  God may  grant  both  to  a  man and  repeats  his 

statement  that  they  are  to  be   Judged  separately:  " . . .al  que 

Dios   junto  lo   da,   gran  merced le  hace;   ...Juzga  el  corazon 

segun  vieres   que  lo merece"   (AM II,   12). 
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Nevertheless, when Amadfs happens across an anonymous, 

wounded knight,  we receive a different Impression:   "...vlo 

dentro un oaballero asaz grande e blen fecho, mas de su 

fermosura no parescfa nadaj  que el rostro habfa negro e 

hlnchado..."   (AM I,  17).     Here  Is a nameless knight about 

whose background and qualities we know nothing, but It Is 

assumed that he possesses  physical beauty, even though It 

Is currently obscured by wounds.    Indeed,  this temporary 

absence of beauty Is cause  for specific comment.    The 

Implication Is  that all knights possess beauty.    As we read 

on,  the  Imputation of beauty becomes so routine that we are 

tempted to dismiss It as a  literary convention.    All of the 

virtuous   characters are beautiful.    Moreover, most of the 

male heroes are also specifically described as young. 

Those who  see Amadfs marvel at  his youth and beautyt   "Mucho 

se maravlllaban todos  de  la  gran  fermosura  de  Amadfs,  e 

como slendo  tan BOZO..."   (4JJ 1,  15).    When he releases the 

lions from the  castle  courtyard,  the women who see him from 

the window are  struck by the  same qualities:   "...fueron mucho 

maravllladas de  su gran fermosura, e slendo en edad tan 

tierna..."   (AM I,  21).    Amadfs'   brother Oalaor enjoys the 

same attributes:   "Galaor...se qultara el escudo y el yelmo 

e vieronle tan nlfio e tan hermoso..."   (AM I,  25).     So also 

the hero's other brother,  Florestan:   "...e vld a don Flores- 

tan tan grande e  tan fermoso..."   (AJ$ I,  A3).     Amadfs*   son, 

Esplandlan,   strikes  the onlooker at  first glance with his 
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beauty:   "...el   ermitafto mando  gelo  trujeron muy  fermoso   e 

bien  crlado;   que  todos  los  que  le  vefan folgaban mucho  de 

lo  ver"   (AM III,   4).     When Araadfs  first meets  the  boy, 

not knowing they are father and son,  his  first Impression 

la of beauty:   "El  Caballero  Grlego...esperdle por ver que 

querfa,   e   como  cerca  llegd,   parecldle  el  ma's   fermoso  doncel 

que en su vlda vlera"   (AM III,  17).     The Greek princes, 

too, are beautiful:   "En Grecla fue un rey...hobo dos   fljos 

muy hermosos, especlalmente el mayor..."   (AM II, Intro- 

duction).     When Madaslma  accompanies  Canlleo,   who  Is   to 

engage In  combat  with Amadfs,   she  Is  so  beautiful  that not 

even her mourning garmente can hide ltt 

Kadaeiraa vestfa paKos negroe por duelo de 
su p-idre   e  su  hermano,   man   BU hermosura  era  tan 
viva  e   tan  sobradu,   que   con  ellos   parecfa  tan 
blen,   cue &  todos  facfa maravlliar JAM  II,   18). 

The  noble women too are beautiful:   "E como qulera que a 

la   fermosura  de Orlana  e  la  relna  Brlolanja  e  Ollnda  nlnguna 

se  podfa  lgualar,   si   no  fuese  Mellcla..."   (AM IV,  24). 

Even  the  horses  of  the main  characters  are beautiful.     In 

Book I,   Qalaor chooses  a  horse  for Its  beauty:   "Qalaor 

mandd   tomar  el  gran  caballo  bayo,   que  le  parecld  el mas 

fermoso  que  nunca  vlera..."   (AM I,  43).     In Book II, 

Amadfs*   steed possesses  the   same  quality as  his master, 

"aquella  noche. . .enclma  de   su  caballo  hermoso  e 

lozano..."   (AM II,   12). 

Amadfs1   opinion that beauty and virtue do not 
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necessarily  accompany  one  another  Is  not   shared  by  the 

author or authors.     Indeed,  we  find that  not only does beau- 

ty  accompany  virtue,  but   the  lasting  power of the beauty 

Increases  with the  Individual's  other  desirable  qualities. 

When  Corlsanda  tells  Mabllla about  her  Interview with 

Amadl's  In  the   Pefia   Pobre,   we  have  the   following revealing 

comment: 

Ella  le  conto  cdmo  lo  hallara  e  cuanto  le  dijera, 
e  que  nunca  vlera  hombre  dollente  e  flaoo  tan 
hermoso  nl   tan apuesto  en  BU pobreza  e  que nunca 
vlera  hombre   tan mancebo  que  tan  entendldo 
fuese   (AM II,   8). 

If the  anonymous  knight  could  lose   his  beauty  by   sickness 

and  wounds,  Amadl's  Is   so   good that   his  beauty  endures,   even 

though he Is  Buffering malnutrition from fasting  (a good 

action).     Again,  when  the Greeks  see   Amadl's  after  he  has 

slain the monster on the Insola del  Diablo,  he Is recover- 

ing  from  serious  wounds,  yet   they  are  struck by  his  beauty: 

"...e  como  qulera  que  de  la   flaqueza  mucho  de  su  parecer 

habfa  perdldo,   decfan nunca  haber  vlsto  caballero  mas 

fermoso..."   (AM III,   12).     The  previous  two  quotations  come 

from Books II  and III.     Referring back to Book I,  we  find 

a   statement   that  contradicts  Amadl's'   own  claim  that 

"los   corazones...facen  las  cosas buenas..."   (AM II,   2). 

When Amadl's and Galaor  are   together  In  the   Court,   we   find 

la  Relna  llamo  a  Amadl's  e  hi'zolo  sentar  cabe 
don  Galaor,   e  las   duenas  e  doncellas  los  mlraban, 
dlclendo  que asaz obrara  Dlos  en ambos,   que  los 
flclera maB  hermosos  que a otros  caballeroa   e 
mejores  en otraa  bondadeB   (AM I,   30). 

I 
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This 1B again the attitude of Brian de Monjaste, that Ood 

makes one beautiful, and Ood makes one good.  Not only are 

the two brothers virtuous and beautiful, they even look 

alike; ".. .e semejabanse tanto, que a duro se podfan cono- 

cer, slno que don Qalaor era algo mas bianco..." (AM I, 30). 

They are brothere; they are of equal station, valor and 

virtue. Therefore, they are hard to distinguish physically 

from one another, even though they have different mothers. 

Physical appearance does Indeed seem to be determined In the 

AmadfB by character and social station. For contrast, let 

us consider a personage who lacks beauty of character. 

Arcalaus 1B the archenemy, the evil magician, and we have a 

short reference to hlB appearance: "...e como era muy grande 

de cuerpo e feo de rostro.. .aquellas sefloras fueron muy 

espantadas de lo ver..." (£M IV, 49). Arcalaus lacks both 

moral and physical beauty. We are given a graphic descrip- 

tion of Canlleo : 

...el rostro habfa grande e romo, de la fechura 
de can, e por esta semejanza le llamaban Canlleo 
...e cublerto de pintae negras espesas, de las 
cuales era Bembrado el rostro, e las manoa e 
pescuezo, e habfa brava catadura, asf como seme- 
janza de leon... (AjJ XIi I8)• 

ThlB 1B the description of a man who Is an enemy of the 

hero, Amadfs, and will fight against him. Again, moral 

ugliness accompanies physical ugliness. 

Not only la this beauty, or lack of It, a passive qual- 

ity that aocompanles other qualities.  It can also move the 
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characters to action.     Let us consider the  following passage: 

El Rey...no acostumbraba hacer caballero sino a 
hombre de gran valor, y... dlJo a don Galaor: 
^Que os pareoe  que  se hara en esto? —Bareceme, 
sefior,  que lo debeis hacer...que el novel es 
muy extrafio en eu donalre y fermosura,   e no 
puede errar de  ser buen caballero.  --Pues as< 
vos parece, dijo el Rey, hagaee  (*M III, 4). 

Norandel's beauty causes King Cildadan to knight him, and 

is  even a  substitute for bravery.     His beauty appears to 

assure that he will be a good knight.    If he is beautiful, 

then he must  possess beautiful moral qualities.    In another 

episode, Amadfs' beauty causes the ugly  Canlleo to become 

Jealous:   "E Ardan Canileo,   que lo miraba,  e lo vio tan fer- 

moso mas  que otro nlnguno que visto  hoblese, no le plogo que 

con  ella   fablase..."   (AM II,   18).     Finally,   beauty acts 

as a  soothing balm when Urganda apoeare and speaks to 

Lisuarte: 

Tambien vos  flee saber que este doncel pornfa 
paz entre vos e Amadfsi   esto dejo que  se  Juzgue 
por vos e por el,  cuanta  safia,  cuanto rigor y 
enemistad ha qultado de   vuestras voluntades la 
su graciosa 4 gran fermosura...   (Ail IV,  45). 

The beauty of Esplandian is  partial  cause of the reconcil- 

iation between Amadfs and Lisuarte. 

Beauty possesses this catalytic quality, however, more 

in men than in women.    This  is because men are agents and 

women are passive in the world of Amadfs.    If a man's beauty 

can stop a war, a woman's beauty cannot  even prevent her 

being sent away if male authority wills it.     Por women, 

beauty is  secondary to duty. 
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We  have  seen  that  beauty  1B always   a  consideration. 

It  may  he   present  In anyone,  but  because  It  Is a  gift of 

God It 1B usually an Indication of virtuous character. 

While we are told that beauty and morality must  be 

Judged   separately,   It   Is  suggested  that   all  knights 

possess  beauty,   that  all noble  women  have  It,  and  further 

that even the possessions of the virtuous are beautiful. 

Evil characters are ugly morally and physically.     Physical 

beauty   can  move   characters  to action,  but  this  Is 

modified In women by severe restrictions  Imposed upon 

them. 

Women are a factor In almost every episode of the book. 

But they never act Independently. They are subject to 

societal rules that severely restrict their actions.  The 

next chapter will treat of this subject. 
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IV.   RIGHTS  OF  WOMrIN  IN   THE  AMADIS 

Women  In  the  world of Amadfs are always   subject  to 

male authority,   be  It   that  of  father,   husband or  knight. 

All   consideration of women's  rights  must  be  seen within 

this framework.    Men exercise the power of life and death 

over  female   characters,  and  the  most a  woman may  reasonably 

expect  is  not   to  be mistreated by  strangers  and not  to  be 

forced downward on  the  social   scale.     Marriage  is arranged 

by  the  family,  and  the  woman may  not  expect any objection 

of her own to  prevail.    Opinions of characters differ. 

The   priest  Nasciano  hears  Amadfs1   confession  during the 

time  that the knight has withdrawn from the world pursuant 

to a  letter from Orlana wrongly accusing him of infidelity. 

Amidfs  oomplalns  that   the  woman  he  loves  does  not  recipro- 

cate   his   feelings.     The  priest  answers  that   "no  puede  hombre, 

nl   debe amar  a  quien  le  no amare"  (AM II,   5).     Love  cannot 

and  should not  be   forced upon a   woman.     Here  we  see  a   glimmer 

of  free  will   for women.     This  is  strengthened by Amadfs' 

brother  Plorestan,  who   stumbles  upon a  lady being held by 

a  knight  against   her  will.     It  must  be  noted  that  he  Is 

not  a  member of her  family.     She  begs  Florestan  to   take 

her away,   and he  promises  to  do   so.     When  the  other objects, 

Florestan responds:   "No  tengo  yo  que   sea  vuestra  pues  que por 

su voluntad me   demanda  que  de aquf  la  lleve"   (AM I,  43). 
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She has  the right to be free as  she wishes.     Her will 1B to 

be considered.    However,  we must  not strain this too   far, 

for In the same  passage the enemy knight challenges Flores- 

tan to battle in the following terms: 

...tu ganaste una doncella...si yo venciere, 
sea  la doncella mfa,  y si vencldo fuere,  lleva 
con ella eea otra que yo guurdo.  --Contento 
soy  dese partldo,  dljo Florestan (\M I,  43). 

He proposes that  they wager the lady in question, and he 

offers to throw in another whom he is also holding against 

her will.    After Florestan accepts the bet,   the two knightB 

battle.     The women are now spoils of battle.     Florestan, 

of course, is victorious.    He leads away the two damsels, 

and treats them in a way that would belle MB initial pro- 

testation of belief In their free  will:   "Florestan tomd 

para  B{ la primera 4 dljo & la otrai Amiga faced por eee 

caballero  lo que & el plugierej que yo vos lo mando" 

(AK I, 43).    He has won them in battle, and now he considers 

that  they are under his authority, and furthermore that he 

can transfer that authority to another man,  in this case 

Galaor.     Freedom,  then, is the right not  to be held against 

one's will by a  stranger.     It is not the right to act as one 

sees   fit.    Women must be subordinate to men.    And even this 

one concession to  freedom may be abandoned if circumstances 

warrant it.    We have the instance of the knight Angriote de 

Estravaus, who loved a woman who did not reciprocate his 

feeling.     He proceeded to ride against the entire  family, 
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and  so  harrassed  the  household  that   finally   "tanto  la 

guerreo,  que   BUS  parlentes por fuerza  gela metleron en 

poder"   (AM I,   17).     Her family forces  her to go with him. 

It  Is  obvious   In  the   passage  that   she  does  not  wish  to  do 

so,  but   that   she   cannot  act  against   her  family's  wishes. 

She   goes   with  Angrlote,  but  warns  him   "blen me   podels 

haber,   pero  nunca  de   grado  de ml  amor"   (AM  I,   17).     Even 

though  she  must  acquiesce   to  the  dictates  of her   family, 

her  love  If,  hers  alone  to   give,   and Angrlote  car.r.ot   take 

that  by   force. 

A  striking example of  the  absolute   power  of the   family 

Is  Llsuarte's   decision  to  marry  his  daughter  Orlana   to 

the Roman Emperor.     Orlana,  by this  time,  Is  secretly 

married to  Amadfs  and  therefore  canr.ot   consent  to   the 

liaison.     But  neither  can  she  reveal   the  fact  to  her   father. 

Her only recourse,   then,   Is to  plead.    At first  Llsuarte 

attempts  to bring her around to his view by  persuasion, 

"tentando...oue  por  su  voluntad  er.trase   I  aquel   camlno... 

mas por nlnguna gulaa podo  BUS llantos e dolores amansar" 

(AM III,   19).     When  he   falls  to  win  her  will,   he  asks  the 

<iueen,   Orlana'B  mother,   to  persuade  her   to   accept  the  Inev- 

itable, "dlclendole  que  amansase  a  su  hlja,   pues  que   poco 

le  aprovechaba  lo  que   facfa"   (AM  III,   19).     The  mother 

herself Is   strongly  against   Llsuarte's   plan,   but   she   has  no 

more  right   to  oppose  the  will  of the   head of  the  household 

than  has  her  daughter.     It   Is  slowly  revealed  that  every 
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woman In  the house is subject to his dictates.     The mother 

does aa he asltB:   "...no qulso decirle otra cosa sino facer 

su mandado, aunque tanta angustla su corazon slntiese,  que 

mas  ser  no   podfa..."   (AM III,  19).     Mother and daughter are 

ao  distraught  that  they   faint,  but  Llsuarte  continues: 

...oayd  amorteclda   e  la  Reina otrosf...Mas  el 
Rey...flzo  tomar  a  Orlana asf  como  eataba  y  que 
la  llevaBen a"  las  naos,   e  Ollnda...la  cual... 
le  pedfa...no  la  mandaae   lr...pero  el...ffzola 
luego  llevar...e  mando a  Mabllla  e a  la  doncella 
de   Denamarca...   (AM III,   19)• 

Not  only  does  the  pitiful  condition of  his  wife  and daughter 

not   sway  him,   but  he  haa  the  unconaclous  Oriana  carried  to 

the ship, and forces her ladles-ln-walting to accompany her 

against  their will.       Thus, all the women in the houae must 

obey the one male,  even If they are in Buch turmoil that 

they faint and cry out.     Unpleasant aa this paseage may be 

to the modern reader,  it waa evidently not  BO to the author, 

for  he  proceeds  to   say   that  Liouarte  1B  a most   solicitous 

father.     He follows his  daughter to the ship, and when she 

revives he once again tries to reason with her,   having a 

father's concern for her happiness.    But he makea  clear at 

the  same  time  that  he  will  not,  of  course,   change   his  mind: 

"...fuese  al   puerto.. .consolaba a  su  fiJa  con  pledad de 

padre,  mas  no  de   forma  que  esperanza  le  poslese  de  ser  su 

proposito  mudado"    (AM   III,   19).     She  la   not   comforted,  and 

when  Llsuarte  leaves,   the  Romana,  all  men,   "Cerraron la 

puerta con fuertes candados"   (AM III,  19).    Oriana is 
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locked In her cabin with iron padlocks.    Thus we have 

a mother unwilling to  see  her daughter and three other women 

sent   to another  country against  their wills,  but  all  must 

submit  to  the will of the male. 

If a  woman Is  a  pawn of  the male members  of her  family, 

what  rights may  she  expect?     She may  normally  expect  not  to 

be   held  against  her will  by  a  non-member of  the  family.     In 

the case of Angrlote's woman,  her family was forced.to hand 

her over,   but not only did she  protest to Angrlote that he 

was  going beyond the  boundary  of love  and  courtship.     She 

chlded him  severely:   "No os ternals  por cortes en haber asf 

una duena  por fuerza..."   (AM I,  17).    She also attempted 

a more   forceful   tactic:   "La duefia,  que lo mucho desamaba, 

culdo de lo poner donde murlese..."   (AM I,   17).     She Is 

outraged that he Ignores the right   society has decreed 

Is hers and she  tries to  put him In a position In which 

he   will  be   killed.     The  strength of her   feeling may be 

measured by the  danger In which she puts herself.    In a 

world  that   deals  quick and awful   punishment,   an attempt  to 

arrange the  death of a knight  Is a perilous endeavor:   " jMftl 

baya mujer  que  tan  gran  tralcldn  peneo...!     E  sacando   su 

espada  de  la  valna,   dlo'le  un golpe  tal  en el  pescuezo,   que 

la  cabeza  le  flzo  caer a  los  pies..."   (AM I,   22).     Another 

woman has  attempted   to  arrange   the   death of Amadfs,  and a 

knight  who   hears  the   conversation  Is   so  enraged  that  he 

summarily lops off her head. 
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A woman may  expect  protection  from  unlawful   foroa. 

That this was necessary Is shown time and again:   "...fallo 

clnco  ladrones  que  tenfan una  doncella,   que  la  querfan 

forzar,  y  el  uno  dellos  la  llevaba  por  los  cabellos" 

(AM I,   28J.     Rape  wa9  a  problem and a  woman  was  never  safe. 

Amadfs,   to   his   disgust,  happens  across a   fellow knight  who 

is in the act of forcing a lady "y el caballero con 

el la,   e  forzandola  para  la  deshonrar" (AM I,   19).     He   soon 

rescues  her  and  the   dishonorable  knight  tells  him that  they 

must now do battle,   for if he does not punish Amadfs   for 

preventing the act  he  will  have  to  lay  down his  arms   forever. 

Amadfs  responds: "El  mundo  perderfa muy  poco...pues  con tanta 

vileza  usais  dellas,   forzando  a  las mujeres,   que  muy  guar- 

dadas  deben   ser  de  los  caballeros"   (AM I,   19).     He tells 

the knight  contemptuously that he might well lay down his 

arms,   since   he  makes   such vile  use of them,  and  that   in  so 

doing he  gives  all   knights  a  bad  name.     He   adds  further 

that  his actions will  cause  women  not  to   trust  knights,   the 

implication  being  that  women  have   the right  to  expect   pro- 

tection  from  any knight.     The   fact  that  women  possessed  so 

pitifully few rights,  and were therefore so vulnerable, 

may  well be  the  reason that  a  knight's   promise  to  a  lady  is 

constantly held up as a sacred trust throughout the book. 

In  the  light   of  this,   a knight's  readiness  to  die  rather 

than  go  back on  his  word  to  a  lady  becomes  more  understand- 

able and realistic.     It  was  a  social  necessity,   taking  the 
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place of police and courts.  In the example below, in which 

Amadfs recelve6 conflicting requests from Orlana and 

Brlolanja, his decision to remain in voluntary imprisonment 

and endure a quletlstlc death rather than go back on his 

word is not as fanciful as might at first appear to the 

modern reader. 

A woman may also reasonably expect to marry a man of 

a station at least equal to hers.  We have the letter from 

Cellnda to Lisuarte, in which she describes "Antifon el 

Bravo, que por ser por mi  desechado en casamiento, por no 

eer en llnaje mi igual" (AM III, 4). Antifon asks for 

her hand and she refuseB on the grounds that he is of a 

lower station.  Amadfs himself, unaware at the beginning of 

the book that he descends from royalty, laments his unwor- 

thiness to love Orlanaj 

jAy captlvo Doncel del Mar, sin llnaje e sin 
Men!  iComo fueste tan osado de meter tu cora- 
zon e tu amor en poder de aquella que vale mas 
que las otras todas, de bondad e fermosura e 
llnaje? (AMI, 8). 

She is his better In goodness, beauty and family background. 

Finally, If a woman may at times be held against her 

will, and if she is to be under the authority of a knight, 

she can expect not to be mistreated in any way.  Amadfs once 

again comes across an unpleasant scene: "...la doncella 

lloraba fuertemente, y el caballero la ferfa con la lanza 

en la cabeza...aef que, la sangre por el rostro le corrfa" 

(AM I, 24).  A knight is beating a woman so severely that 

I 
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blood runs  down her  face.     Violence  is  no   stranger  to  Aroadfs 

nor  to   his  world,   but  violence  to  a  woman while  in a  knight?s 

Dower  i8  another  matter.     Amadfs   speaks  with contempt: 

"...nunca vi   caballero tan villano como este,  en querer 

ferlr  la   doncella  de  tal  guisa..."   (AM I,  24).     Knights 

must  behave   properly  toward women. 

We  have   seen  that  women  have   few rights.     They may 

expect  not  to  be  restrained by knights,   to  be  rescued  from 

molestation,   to  be  loved  faithfully,   and  to  wed a  man  of 

their  own  station.     But  women are  also  spoils  of battle, 

and  they are  always   subject  to male  authority,   be  it 

father,   husband,   or  victorious knight.     Contempt  Is  ex- 

pressed  for  men who  mistreat  women. 

Society,   then,   gives   to  both   sexes  specific  roles  to 

play.     The rules  are   simple    but  inflexible.     In one  area, 

however,   the  rules  are  more  complex and rather  easier  to 

bend.     It  is  an area  of behavior  that   runs   through every 

major  episode  in   the book and brings   into   play  all   the 

established authorities—family,   government,   Church.     It   is 

the   area of  sexual  morality.     Since  it  is  a  subject  unto 

itself,   it   will be  discussed in the   following  chapter. 
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V.   SEXUAL MORALITY IN  THE AM*PI3 

Sexual  morality  plays  a major  part  In the book.     It  Is 

pivotal In  several elements of the  plot,  and responsible 

for  the   cessation of war between  Lisuarte  and  Amadfs,  and  It 

explains  some of the Byzantine elements.     Sexual mores are 

the  cause  of Amadfs''  being raised  In  Scotland,  and  explain 

Ssplandlan's  bizarre  upbringing by a  llonness.     The  fact 

that   fathers and  sons,  brothers and  half-brothers  do  not 

recognize one another at  first meeting Is directly 

traceable to attitudes toward sex.     The alignment of the 

Romans with Lisuarte and against Amadis rests ultimately on 

this  basis.     The  inability  to  reproduce  Is one of  the   factors 

that  impell   Urganda  to  Intervene  with magic  in  the affairs 

of others. 

If anything in the book Is characteristic of sex besides 

its  importance  to   the  plot,   it  is  the ambivalence expressed 

toward  It  by  the  various  characters.     Thus,   there  is  no  one 

attitude toward  sex.     Rather,  the attitudes can be  categor- 

ized and characters adhering to each can be listed. 

There is a  grim and deadly  side to  sex in the Amadfs. 

The  priest Nasciano expresses the  Church's position when 

Orlana confessee, telling him of her liaison with Amadfs, 

without mentioning that they have sworn to marry and that 

the  ceremony will take place in the  Church lawfully at  the 
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earliest   possible  time:   "...reprehendidla  mucho,  diciendole 

que   ee dejase de  tan gran yerroi  si no, que la no absol- 

verfa,   e eerfa BU eCnlma puesta en peligro"    (AM III, 9). 

He deraande  that she not repeat  the act and threatens not to 

absolve her of her sins If she refuses.    He   further warns 

that   such activity can lead to eternal damnation.    And so 

we have the Church's Indication that non-marital sex can 

lead to the death of the soul. 

On the part of society,  the knight Balals de Oarsante 

states  the extreme seriousness of the loss of virginity 

as "aquello que perdlendolo nlnguna eosa les quedarfa que de 

loar  fuese"   (AM I, 28).     Losing her chastity is the most 

serious  thing that can happen to a woman.    Indeed, without 

it,  the woman possesses nothing worthy of praise.    If this 

be so, we  can more easily understand the severe restrictions 

imposed on women. 

If the Church warns of damnation and society of ostra- 

cism,  abstract  things that the wilfull can wave away with 

scorn,   secular law    provides a more Immediate sanction. 

The author states in Chapter 1 of Book Ii 

...en aquella sazon era por ley establecldo que 
cualquiera mujer,  por de estado grande e sefiorlo 
que fuese,   si en adulterio  se hallaba, no se 
podfa de ninguna gulsa exousar la muerte   (AM I, 1). 

Unchaste behavior brings the death penalty.    This Is stated 

early and sets the tone for the book.     It is the reason 

that illegitimate children are set afloat on the sea   (as 
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Amadfa) or left In the forest   (as Esplandlan).    The mothers 

fear death.    Let it be noted that the death penalty applies 

specifically, and only,  to women.    Men are not penalized. 

Unless it be by aggrieved relatives, men are in no way 

punished.    Further,   the term "adulterlo" means not   Just 

adultery, but any sexual act committed by a woman with a 

man who is not  her husband.    If she is unmarried, all such 

acts are "adulterlo".    This is born out by the fact that 

unmarried ladies   fear death as much as those who are 

married. 

We  see  this  grim aspect of sexual morality In Ellsena's 

reaction to her pregnancy: 

...prefiada se sintio...Allf fueron las cuitas... 
e no sin causa...como quiera que por aquellas 
palabras que  el rey Perlon en su espada prometlera, 
...ante Dios   sin culpa fuese. . .no lo era empero, 
ante el mundo, hablendo sido tan ocultas  (AM I,  1). 

She  fears to let  it be known that  she is pregnant, because 

although Perlon has sworn on his  sword to marry her when it 

becomes possible, and she is therefore guiltless before  God, 

the world does not know this, and will  Judge her guilty.    In 

such a strait-Jacket has society placed the woman,   that  she 

cannot even tell  Perlon,   "Pues rensar de lo hacer saber a su 

amigo, no podfa eer...por nlnguna guisa ella remedio para su 

vida hallaba"   (AM   I,   1).     She Is  facing the death penalty, 

and is all alone. 

Oriana finds herself in a similar situation, and ex- 

presses not her fear of social  condemnation, but rather of 
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death:   "Oriana prenada  fue...e como lo entendld...dlJo: 

...la ml  muerte me   ea  llegada..."   (AM II,  21).     She  equates 

pregnancy with death.    And not only la she In danger.     In 

discussing with Amadfs the magic   Jewels that Indicate  faith- 

ful lovers,   she expresses the  folly of putting them to the 

test:   "iComo   se  podrfa eso  hacer,  dljo Oriana,   sin que a" 

mi fuese  gran verglienza e mayor el pellgro, e a estas don- 

cellas que nuestros amores  aaben?"   (AM II, 13).     If the 

Jewels  showed her and Amadfa  to be lovers,   she would be 

shamed before   society,   she would face great danger   (death), 

and even her ladlee-ln-waltlng would be Imperilled simply 

because they knew of her guilt but kept their own counsel. 

If one doubts It,   see their re-ictlon when they learn of her 

pregnancy:   "...soy prefSada.. .de que muy espantadas 

fueron..."   (AM II,  21).    They are afraid.    When finally 

Oriana*B  time comes,   "el gran mledo que tenfa de  ser des- 

coblerta de aquella afrenta en que estaba la esforzd de 

tal   suerte,   que  sin  quejarse   lo  sofrfa..."   (AM III,  4). 

She gives birth In secret,   stifling her cries at  the pain In 

order not  to make her condition known.    In no Instance Is 

pregnancy welcome without a public church marriage ceremony 

preceding It. 
Nevertheless,   sex Is not   .lways  the  grim,  llfe-and-death 

matter that these examples might Indicate.     Church and 

secular law say one thing, but when has everyone agreed 

with the law?    The author himself, after stating that the 
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death penalty  was   prescribed,   refers  to  It as   "esta  tan 

cruel costumbre e peslma"   (AM 1, 1).    If not everyone 

agrees on the wisdom of the law, there are also  grada- 

tions  In  Its  application.     The   priest  expresses  it  to  Orlana 

thusj   "21   hombre  bueno   fue maravillado   de tal amor en  per- 

sona  de   tan  alto   logar,   que muy mas  que  otra  era  obllgada 

a  dar buen  enjemplo  de   of"   (AK III,   9).     A  sexual   Indis- 

cretion  is  worse   in a  person  of high rank,  because   she 

should present a model of good behavior  for the rest of the 

world.     Perlon  echoes  this  attitude  In a  way   that   can only 

appear  comical   to   today's  reader,  yet  it  must  have been 

deadly  seiouB  at   the  time.     While  a   guest  in the   home  of a 

count,   he  awakens  during  the  night  to   find  that   a  strange 

woman has entered his bed.     Her bold overtures provoke 

this response   from Perion:   "Decldme quien sois..d no 

hare  nada"   (AM I,  42).     He is   quite  willing  to oblige  her, 

but   first   he  must  know who   she  is.     When  she   tells  him  that 

she  is  the  daughter of his  host,  the  count,   he answers: 

"Mujer  de  tan  gran  guisa  como   vos  no  convlene  hacer  semejante 

locura"   (AM I,   42),  and he  refuses  to  cooperate.     It 

becomes  obvious  that  he  was  not   asking who  she  was,   but 

what  social  station she occupied.    Finding it on a certain 

level,   he   found also  that  what   she  asked was  unacceptable. 

Moreover,   he  calls  her  desire   "madness,"  a  term  used by 

others as well to describe non-permissible  sexual desire in 

high-born  women.     That  same  man  is  not  at all averse  to 
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bedding other women  (besides his wife)   as will be seen. 

Florestan and Oalaor are also his  sons, by different women, 

neither of them Elisena. 

Thie  double standard—sanctions against women but not 

against men—is well expressed in a scene in which Balais de 

Carsante  saves a lady  from rape, then himself solicits her 

favors.    She replies with a model of dignity that Spanish 

women still possess: 

Sefior  caballero,.. .si yo  perdiendo ml  castldad 
por la vfa qua loe ladronee trabajaban, la gran 
fuerza suya me qultaba la culpa, otorgindola £ 
vos de grado,   Aodmo serfa ni podrfa ser deseul- 
pada?   (AM I, 28). 

She states that the loss of her chastity by rape would not 

have been dishonorable,  since it would have been against 

her will,  but if she accedes to his request,  then she will 

lose her chastity voluntarily,   thus dishonoring herself. 

We now have  two conflicting opinions.     On the one hand, 

women fear any discovery, knowing that  they face death no 

matter what the circumstances.     On the other hand,  the matter 

of will again enters, and makes  the difference between 

guilt and Innocence.    Balais answers with a revealing state- 

ment  concerning the nature of chivalry     "...a" los caballeros 

convlene servir e cobdlciar a las doncellas...y ellas  guar- 

darse de errar..."   (AM I, 28).     It Is the duty of knights to 

serve and covet ladles, and the ladles'   duty to refuse the 

knights' Importuning.     Then he makes a classic statement 

that men have made explicitly or Implicitly for mlllenia: 
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...como  quiera cue al comlenzo en mucho tenemos f 
haber alcanzado lo que dellas  deseamoB, mucho mas 
son de noeotroe preciadas...reslstiendo nuestroa 
malos apetltoe...   (AM I,  28). 

However earnest a man may ce  In his soliciting a lady's 

favors,  he will think the more of her If she resists him. 

He even calls the man's desire  "evil appetite."     Here is a 

tlmelesB  statement that any modern will recognize. 

And far from the  sterr. sanction of the law is the 

attitude  that some circumstances may even remove guilt for 

Bexual  trespasses.     Urganda speculates  that 

si   Dios   los   de,1a  lieear  a  edad de   ser  caba.- 
lleros e  lograr su caballerfa, ellos faran 
tales cosas   en su servicio y  er. manter.er verdad 
e  vlrtud,  que.. .serar. perdonados aquellos  que 
contra el mandamlento de  la Santa  Iglesla los 
engendraron...   (AM IV, 45). 

While   granting that  conception of children out  of wedlock 

is   contrary to the  teachings of "the Holy Church",   she sees 

the possibility of God's allowing the children to become 

knights  of such virtue that they remove  from their parents 

the talatof sin—precisely the  reverse  of vieltlng the sins 

of the   fathers upon the children.    Ever, the priest adaitB 

that not all In the matter is black ar.d white.     In epeaking 

to  Lieuarte,   he  says:   "...podemoe  declr  que  aunque aquello 

per acidente   fue hecho...no fu< Blr.o misterlo de nuestro 

Senor  que  le  rlugo   que  M*  pasase"    (±K  IV,   12).     Although 

Ssplar.dlaVs birth by Oriana was not as  ortr.odox as  the 

faithful  might  wish,   still  tr.e   priest   eees  that  it may have 

happened as a   "mystery of our I*rd," who willed it  so.    In 
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effect,  the priest is admitting the possibility that  God 

wills some individuals  to break the commandments of His 

Church.    This may be approaching blasphemy.    Llsuarte is the 

recipient of another piece of advice in the same vein, this 

time  from Qalaor.    Referring to the time, years before, when 

Llsuarte raised the siege that an enemy had Imposed on 

Celinda's  castle,   Qalaor says that "si  afan y  peligro  pasas- 

tes en el  socorro de aquella Infanta, bien vos lo pago con 

tan fermoso hi Jo"    (AM III,   A).    After chasing away the 

enemy, Llsuarte had entered  the castle and dallied with 

Celinda.    The result was Nbrandel, a hanflsome youth and 

paragon of virtue.    Qalaor calls the  fruit of this irregular 

liaison "good payment"   for the trouble and danger Llsuarte 

had endured.     Gone is any feeling of sin or shame, although 

at   the time of Norandel's conception Llsuarte was already 

married to Orlana's mother.     Indeed,  In a book in which 

virtuous characters tend to be totally virtuous, even in 

their antecedents,  It is significant that three of the most 

virtuous-Qalaor, Florestan,   Norandel—were born totally 

outside of wedlock,  while the two most  virtuous-Amadfs and 

Esplandian-were born in clandestine wedlock but under a 

cloud  (since both were rejected by their mothers out of fear 

of discovery).     This suggests strongly that Illegitimate 

birth bore no  stigma. 
We find thoughout the book three   sorts of unorthodox 

relationship, th. casual, with no  thought of love or 
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marriage;   the  clandestine  marriage;   and  temporary  union 

of a knight under duress  from a lady.     These come between 

the two extremes,  the totally unlawful rape    and the totally 

lawful marriage by church ceremony. 

Qalaor is the most amorous of the three brothers, and 

he provides us with two Instances of the casual relation- 

ship.    We are told that   " aquella noche durmio    don Qalaor 

con Madasima...'''   (AM I,  33).    The event is mentioned in an 

off-hand manner,  and is given no other importance.    It adds 

nothing to the plot, ana there is no Judgment concerning its 

morality.    Later on,  Qalaor is accompanying a young woman 

through the countryside, and at night tents are set up. 

We soon learn that   " Qalaor quisiera aquella noche albergar 

con la doncella,  que muy hermosa era; mas ella no quleo..." 

UM I.  *1).    Again it  is in a by-the-way spirit.     If the 

sentence were deleted it would not change anything in the 

passage.    It is mentioned as the most  casual and unimportant 

of events.    Again,  no   Judgment is made by the author nor 

by the characters. 

The above episodes require no commitment from either 

of the parties Involved.  Clandestine marriage, however, is 

a more serious matter.  Elisena and Perlon first fall in 

love, and Perlon becomes so ill from the experience that he 

takes to his bed. Yet in epite of a similar reaction in 

Elisena, she sends her lady Darioleta to Perlon to set forth 

the conditions without which she will not see him alone, 
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"...si ine  voa prometels.. .de la tomar por mujer cuando  tiempo 

fuere, yo  la  pome en parte donde...vuestro corazon satis- 

fecho  sea..."   (AM I,   Introduction).    He haB first to promise 

to marry her at the proper time;  then she will accede to 

his desires.     We are left in no doubt about the acceptability 

of clandestine marriage to the Church.     During Orlana's 

confession, the priest is grieved to learn of her relation- 

ship with Amadfs,  thinking that she entered into it casually, 

but   she explains that   "cdmo...tenfa del palabra...de marldo 

se podfa e  debfa alcanzar.    Desto fue el ermltanb muy 

ledo..."   (AM III,  9).     When he understands that  the knight 

promised to marry her,   his attitude changes to one of 

approval.     Later, when he hears of the war between Amadfs 

and Lieuarte--caused by Llsuarte's insistence on marrying 

Oriana to the Roman Emperor, and the unwillingness of both 

Orlana and Amadfs to tell him of their clandestine mar- 

rlage--Nasciano the priest goes to Llsuarte and reveals  the 

fact to him.     This causes Llsuarte to change hie mind, and 

prevents further bloodshed: "...fue causa de mucho bien para 

muchas gentes,   que fueron remediadas de las muertes crueles 

que  esperaban. .."   (AM. III,   9). 

Union under duress is to the knights what rape is to 

the women.     We  find several instances In which the knights, 

either because of innate virtue or because  they have  pledged 

their word,  refuse to accede to requests from ladles until 

the   "weaker" sex finds  a way to force the issue.    In the 
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case  of  Perlon and  the  count's  daughter,   she  becomes  enraged 

at his refusal,   leaps  from bed,  draws  Perlon's  sword from 

its   soabbard,  and places  the  point  of the  blade over her 

heart,   shouting     "i^ue"  bondad  en  vos  puede  haber desechando 

doncella  tan  hermosa?...yo  hare  que  mi   padre  tenga  mayor 

enojo  de  vos   que   si  ml  ruego   fiolesedes"   (AM I,   42).     See- 

ing that  she is about to destroy herself,   Perlon relents 

and doe3  her will:   ".. ..tlrola de la vaina  e puso la punta 

della  en derecho  del   corazon...—Estad,   que yo   fare  lo  que 

quereis"    (AM   I.   42).     We understand that,   far from lust, 

he performs the act only to  save the lady  from the  sin of 

suicide.    And there is the remarkable story of Amadfs and 

i^ueen Brlolanja,  which the author warns us Is only rumor, 

and he himself does not believe It.    Nevertheless, he repeats 

It,  and it la a classic of union under duress.     Amadfs has 

promised to grant any request that Brlolanja makes.     She 

promptly places hla in   (for a knight) an Impossible situa- 

tion:   "...demando  a  Amadfs,   para  cumpllmiento  de  su  promesa, 

que de una torre no sallese hasta haber un hi Jo o hlja en 

Brlolanja..."   (AM I,  40).     She  asks  AmadfB   to  give her a 

son or a  daughter,  and  that  he  go  to  a  tower room and stay 

there until he Is  prepared to do so.    The knight, however, 

has already sworn fidelity to Orlana and cannot break his 

word.    And yet to  refuse Brlolanja would also be a breach 

of knightly promiee.    Either way,  he Is dishonored,  and 

herein    lies the tragedy.     His only recourse is  to fulfill 
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that  part of his promise that he honorably can.    He remains 

in the tower  "perdlendo el comer e dormlr,   en gran 

pellgro de su vida  fue puesto"   (AM I, 40).     He Is in such 

turmoil  that  he can neither eat nor sleep, and his health 

begins to  fail  seriously.     Word reaches Oriana, and she 

furnishes the  solutioni  "Oriana,  porque no  se perdlese, 

le  envlo  mandar  que   hlclese  lo  que  la  doncella  le  deman- 

daba"   (AM I,   40).     She  releases  him  from  his  pledge of 

fidelity for this one time In order to prevent his death. 

And now Amadfs,   faithful   to  his  pledge,   does  what  is  asked 

of him and more, "tomando  por su amiga aquella fermosa 

reina,  hobo en ella un hi Jo e una hlja de un vlentre" 

(AM I,  40).     She  had asked  for a   son or a  daughter.    Amadfs 

gives her twins—a  son and a daughter. 

In both instances of union under duress,  the unlawful 

act is committed for one reason--in order to  save one of 

the   parties   from  death.     This  does  not  appear to  bring any 

dishonor upon the knight.     Indeed,   from the union of Perlon 

and  the   count's  daughter is  born Florestan,   one  of the  most 

virtuous of the characters. 

Up to this point,   sexual morality has dealt with those 

things  which are   forbidden  to  women,  and  punishment of women 

for trespasses.     What rights does this system permit a 

woman to expect?    Typically,  very  few.    She may expect  not 

to be   forced to  sexual union by a man not her husband,  and 

to be rescued if an attempt is made.     She may, as we have 
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seen  In  the  case  of Orlana  and Amadfs,   expect   fidelity  from 

her spouse.     Not only does Orlana possess the power to 

release  her   (clandestine) husband from this restraint, but 

when she suspects him of having been unfaithful she sends 

him a biting letter: 

...vos el  falso y desleal caballero Amadfs de 
Qaula;   puee ya  es  conosclda   la  deslealtad e  poca 
firmeza  que   contra mf...mudando  vuestro  querer 
de mi...ponlendole en aquella...   (AM II,  1). 

So  anp.alled  Is  Amadi's  at   the  accusation,   that  he  withdraws 

from  the  world,   lays   down  his arms,   and  changes  his  name. 

We  have   seen  that official views  on  sexual  morality 

are rather stern,  and that  personal  views of characters 

vary but  lean toward a certain amount of permissiveness. 

There are also attitudes  expressed concerning the nature 

of the act Itself.     One might expect that a society that 

provides the death penalty for non-marital  sex would consider 

such acts  to be  esthetlcally offensive.    But again the all- 

or-nothing attitude  prevails.    If a character Is virtuous, 

then  the  character's  actions  are   virtuous.     Since  virtue 

usually is  synonymous with physical beauty In the book,  we 

are given a frame of reference within which to  consider 

sex.     The  question Is  not  whether  the  act   Is  offensive,   but 

rather who is performing It.     Evil characters perform evil 

acts.     Let us consider the  case of the conception and birth 

of the  monster on the  Insola  del   Diablo.     First   the  giant's 

daughter  solicits  her own   father, killing  her mother  In a 
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violent manner, 

flnglendo  la f 1 Ja ver en un pozo una cosa 
extrafta,   e llamando a la madre que lo vlese, 
dldle de las manos, y echandola a" lo hondo, 
en  poco  espaclo  ahogada  fue   (AM  III,   11). 

She tricks the mother Into peering down the well.     Then with 

a ehove she makes the way to her father clear.    The girl Is 

evil,  a matricide who plans Incest.     Next comes the act 

Itself:   "...tomd  por mujer a  su  flja  Bandaguida,   en la  cual 

aquella malaventurada noche fue engendrada una animalfa,  por 

ordenanza de  los dlablos..."   (AM III, 11).    Incest becomes 

accomplished fact.    Although the daughter Is beautiful, the 

act cannot be.     The night on which It occurs Is called 

"unfortunate".     The creature conceived Is not even human, 

and the conception Is by direct Intervention of three devils. 

Now the daughter compounds her wickedness:   "...serfa aquel 

su fljo el m&e bravo que se nunca vlera, y que  si  tal fuese, 

buscarfa manera alguna  para matar a" su padre y  se casarfa 

con el   hi Jo"     (AM. Ill,  11).    She plots to kill her father 

and take her son for a lover, adding two more sins to the 

list.     The  creature of Buch a union will be of the same 

nature  as  Its  antecedents.     In  fact,   the  baby  Is  ugly and 

smellyi   "Tenfa el cuerpo y el   rostro  cublerto de pelo...e 

los ojos grandes y redondos muy bermejos como brasas... 

olfa tan mal,  que no habfa cosa que no emponzoftase..." 

(AM III,   11).     It has a hairy face,  large red eyes, and 

smells  so bad that It poisons the air and the nurse suckling 
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itt   "...e mamd...e  ouando  se  lo quitaron cayo ella muerta de 

la raucha  ponzofia   que  la  penetrara"   (AM III,  11).     By   suck- 

ling the baby,   she is lethally poisoned.     The evil  creature 

then turns on its  parents: 

E  como   el  Endrlago  vid  a   su madre  vino  para  ella, 
e  saltando,  echdle las unas al rostro e fendidle 
las  narices y  quebrdle  los  OJOB,   e  antes  que  de  BUS 
manos  sallese   fue muerta...el  (Jlgante lo vio...e 
a poco rato fue muerto   (AM III,  11). 

The evil parents must die  for their crimes,  so the evil 

creature  commits parricide.    It olaws the mother to death, 

ripping her nose,   gouging out her eyes, and the father 

soon follows.     The  creature Itself, of course,  comes to a 

Just end when Amadfs kills it,  and with this act of Jus- 

tice ends an episode  that began in evil, was totally evil, 

and could be terminated only by the  single most virtuous 

character in the book. 

Let UB  Bee  what happens when these virtuous persona 

engage in sexual activity.     Now we  see that  sex is beau- 

tiful.     The  author  writes,  about  Oriana and Amadfs,   that 

"BUS encendldaa llamas...mas ardlentes e con mas  fuerza 

quedaron, asf como en loe  sanos e verdaderos amores acae- 

cer  suele"    (AM I,   35).     Passion is  praised between  the 

right people.    Amadfs and Oriana are   (clandestinely) mar- 

ried at  this  time, but marriage is not necessarily what  1B 

meant by "sanos e verdaderos amores."    We have below 

descriptions of two other couples,  Lisuarte and Cellnda, 

and Oalaor and an anonymous woman, who give no thought to 
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love or marriage,  and yet  their activities are  praised In 

precisely the  same   terms as   those of Amadfs  and Orlana. 

The   criterion must be,   then,  the Innate nobility or o.uallty 

of goodness of the participants,  rather than their marital 

BtatUB.     In no   cane  In  which the  sex  act  1B  alluded to  have 

the  participants been married by a  priest.     Following Is 

a  longlsh description of a   sexual  encounter between the 

two   protagonists: 

...e  Amadfs  tornd  a  su  senora,   e  cuando  asf  la 
vlo   tan  hermooa.. . se  puede  Men declr  que  en 
aquella  verde   yerba,  enclma  de   aquel  manto,  mas 
por  la  gracla  e  comedlmlento  de  Orlana  que   por 
la  desenvoltura nl   oeadfa  de  Amadfs,   fue  fecha 
dueffa  lamas hermosa  doncella  del  mundo   (AM I,   35;. 

The   passage  has   several  elements  In  common with  the  two 

other descriptions.     It   Is  a  description of a  woman's  loss 

of virginity.    It  Is done with delicacy of feeling.     It Is 

more  detailed than other descriptions tend to be In the 

book.     The   act  Is   described  as  beautiful.   Indeed  the  word 

"hermosa"   Is  used  twice.     The  surroundings  are beautiful- 

green  grass,   a   fine   cloak.     Lust  is  at  a minimum.     Rather  It 

is  the  lady's  beauty  and gr.ce  that  Inspire  the  knight.     The 

me,sage  Is   clear:   Beautiful   people  make  beautiful  love. 

Let   us   consider  Cellnda's memory  of  her  encounter with 

Llsuarte: 

Pues  entrando   vos,  ml  senor,   en el mi  JJjJig0• 
6*   porque  ml   fermosura lo   causase,   o  P°rcue  la 
fortuna  lo  qulso,  seyendo  yo  de   vos muy  P^da, 

S5&fe-Jras-7ftgS:4ffe-. 
que   fasta  entonce   poseyera...   (AM III,   «»1 • 
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This refers to the episode In which Lieuarte rescued Cellnda. 

It is the   story of Celinda'a  first  sexual encounter.    It 

is  done  with great   delicacy   ("many  roses  and  flowers,  I 

losing mine").     It   is  uncharacteristically  detailed.     And a 

form of  "beautiful"  occurs  twice,    as in the  first  example. 

The   surroundings  are  beautiful   ("underneath that  beautiful 

rosebush,  above us many roses and flowers").    Lust le not 

present.     The act  occurred  either  because  her beauty  caused 

it,   or   fortune  wished  it   so,   or  because  she was  so   grateful 

to Lisuarte.    Here  there 1B no question of marriage,  for 

Llsuarte is already married.     This ie an act of adultery 

on hie  part.    Yet  the author treats it   Just as he does the 

scene  between Amadfs and Orlana,   and  furthermore  the  child 

born of the union is the brave and virtuous Norandel. 

Finally,   let us  see the  scene between Galaor and the 

young woman: 

...estaban don  Galaor  e  la  doncella,   solos 
hablando. . .e   cooo  ella  era  muy  hermosa  y  el 
codlcioso  de  semejante  vianda. . .descorapusleron 
ellos  ambos  una   cama...haclendo  duena aquella 
que de antes no lo era...mlrandose el uno la 
su floresclente y hermosa   Juventud...   (AM I, <3J. 

Qalaor,   the   most  amorous  of the  brothers,   seduces a maiden. 

Again,   it is the lady's first experience.    The description 

is done  in admirable  taste.     The detail  1B  there.    A form 

of  "beautiful"  occurs  twice.     It  takes  place  In a  well- 

furnished castle.     It is  the lady's beauty,  not  the knight's 

lust,   that   precipitates the   scene. 
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Sexual mores,   then, are lax In the Amadfs.     While 

the  severest   sanction Is  provided for women who   transgress, 

moBt of the main characters are born out of wedlock. 

Transgression is  worse in the high-born, but in  spite of 

what   Church and  society  say,   mitigating circumstances  can 

reduce   the   seriousness of an illicit liaison.    Three  kinds 

of unorthodox  sexual  relationships  are  described with no 

disapproval.     The   sexual  act   itself is   ugly  when  engaged In 

by wicked people, but beautiful when performed by beautiful 

people. 

We have come a long way   from the death penalty,  and 

while  it is a constant menace   throughout the book, we  can 

find in the Amadfs almoBt any  shade of opinion concerning 

the sexual morality  that plays so Important a role.    We have 

seen that   Judgments in this matter are based on both secular 

and religious grounds.     The religious attitudes  differ in 

some surprising ways  from what twentieth-century man might 

expect,     in other areas too religion offers   surprises. 

Since   it  is  all-pervasive  In  the  book,   we will  devote   the 

entire   next   chapter to religion. 
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VI.    RELIGION IN THE AMADIS 

Every character of the Araadfe, be he good or evil, 

is profoundly religious.     The  good are good because they 

follow the   teachings  of  the  Church.     The  evil are  always 

aware that they are in violation of those teachings.    All 

hear mass every day and invoke the name of God before 

undertaking any endeavor of consequence.     While the religion 

of the knightly world may well  surprise twentieth-century 

readers in some of its aspects,  It  errs, if at all, on 

the side of restraint.     The extravagant asceticism that 

characterizes some medieval men is not present In the 

world of Araadfe.     It is a beautiful world,  and life in it 

can be good.    The  Christian is  perfectly at liberty to 

enjoy It within certain limitations.    Comfort is not 

inimical   to   the  Christian  ideal.     At  the   same  time,  evils 

exist that modern man seldom fears.     Devils and demons are 

real  forces that can work their way with the unwary.    One 

must  ever be on guard.    And not only are these dreadful 

creatures ready  to aseault the  soul of men.    Ood Himself 

will  strike down the blasphemer and the murderer.     The 

knights at  times become the instrument of a wrathful God 

and they exercise their office with frightening efficiency. 

It is  perhaps understandable that an attitude of fatalism 

can be discerned in many of the characters of the Amadfs. 
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It  is  not  only  a  fantasy  world of delight,  but also  the 

stage for the unfolding of a cosmic drama in which the 

forces of  good do battle  with the  forces of evil. 

Because religion pervades the book,  It cannot be   sepa- 

rated  from  the  other aspects.     Religion has  often appeared 

in other  chapters of this  study,  and  In  the   present  chapter 

is   treated or.ly   Insofar  an  it  does  not  apply   to  aspects 

of the book already discussed. 

We   find  that Amadfs,   us  the  ideal  man,   is  punctilious 

in  the  execution of what  he  sees  as  his religious  duty. 

Jt is common to  read something like the  following:   "...e 

otro   dfa  de  manana,   despues  de  haber ofdo  mlsa,  armdse..." 

(AM  I,   17).     Dutiful   Christian  that  he  is,  he  hears  mass 

not only on Sundays and holy days, when It is required of 

all Christians,  but every  day.     Since he and his reers are 

paragons of virtue,   they naturally attend mass each morning, 

and there is  evidence that it is even something of a social 

event.     The   statement  that   "they  heard mass"  becomes  routine 

and  seldom  Is  it   elaborated on,  as when  "Otro   dfa  de manana 

todos  aquelloe  nobles   senores  e  caballeros   se   Juntaron a' 

ofr mlsa,   e  a  ofr  la  embajada..."    (AM  IV,   18).     It   seems  to 

have been a time not only  for religious duty,  but also of 

communal  meeting. 

in an  age  when the ascetic  hermit  was  held In high 

esteem,   It   is  Interesting  to  note  that  not  only  does  the 

hero  win  great  wealth for  himself and  his  friends in  the 
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Insola  Firme,   but  It  is  stated  specifically  that  enjoyment 

of worldly goods Is  In no way inimical to the Christian 

life.     In  the  last   sentence  of Book I,   Brlolanja   says: 

...estas rlquezas.. .con buena conclencla ganadas e 
adquiridas, e faclendo templadamente dellas satis- 
faccldn a" aquel Sefior que las da, retenlendo en nos 
tanta parte, no para que la voluntad, mas para que 
la razon satlsfecha sea, podamos en este mundo al- 
canzar descanso, placer e alegrla, y en el otro... 
gozar del  fruto  dellas   (AM I, 43). 

It Is acceptable to be wealthy If the wealth was won with 

good conscience,  If the fortunate person Is properly  grate- 

ful to  God,   If he retains his riches with reason and temper- 

ance and is not  a miser.     In this way a Christian can have 

rent,   pleasure,   and enjoyment  in this  world and the next. 

One  charicterlstlc of the religion of the Amadfs is 

definitely apart from what  the modern believer might expect. 

In the  absence of psychiatry,  religion undertakes  to inter- 

pret dreams.    Amadfs  experiences a puzzling dream and speaks 

of It to a  priest:   "Entonces le rogo  que le dljese cue"  sig- 

nificaba el  sueno...El hombre bueno le dljo: Esto muy  claro 

ee os muestra..."   (AM II,  3).     The priest not only Is will- 

ing,  but   immediately   understands and begins  to  expound  the 

meaning of  the   dream.     Elements of what  the  modern might 

consider magic  do  occur  time  and again,  as  when the  king 

advises  Amadls   "que  mandase  llevar  sus  armas  a  la  capilla, 

porcue lo querla otro dfa armar ante la Virgen Maria, 

porque con  su glorloso  Hijo-abogada le fuese..."   (AM II,  18). 

It is as   though the place and the image of the Virgin 
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somehow pave  greater power to the armor. 

Perhaps the most picturesque and most medieval aspect 

of religion In this book la the belief In devils.     While 

more than one Christian church In our own century has rites 

of exorcism still on Its books,   the demonB and succubl 

and other creatures are  seldom thought of by the layman.     Not 

so in the Amadfs.     We are told specifically that they exist 

and that  they are powerful.    In the background history of 

the Insola del  Diablo, we are told that "fue engendrada una 

anlmalfa,   por ordenanza de los dlablos en qulen ella y su 

padre e marl do crefan..."   (AM III,  11).    Not only did the 

incestuous couple believe in the devils, but the creatures 

actually caused the  dragon'B birth.    Lest  the reader doubt, 

we have the scene In which the giant goes to his temple to 

consult   the three Idols:   "El  fdolo que era figura de hombre 

le dlj0f-asf conviene que  lo sea...El otro fdo'lo le dijo 

...el  otro  le   dljoi   yo  le  df  alas..."   (AK III,   11).     The 

three  false   gods  actually  speak,   therefore   they  exist. 

They speak of terrible things—of destroying Christians. 

Tney have  demonstrated their power to   shape the unborn 

monster in its mother's womb.    This Is Indeed a terrifying 

world in which to live.    No Christian is able,   subsequently, 

to  slay  the  monster.     This  suggests at  least  equal  power  for 

good and evil,  and the almost  Manlchaean state of things 

makes one wonder what kind of Christian the author was. 

The  characters   follow a  religion that  cannot  protect   them. 
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We receive  Borne   explanation of the matter from none other 

than the physician Maestro Ellsabat, a man of euoh exemplary 

Christian virtue that he is even mentioned in the <«ulJote, 

"la  fuerza jtrande del pecado del Glgante y de  su flja 

causd que en el  entrase  el enemlgo malo,  que mucho en BU 

fuerza   e   crueza  acrecienta"    (AM III,  11).     We   find that 

the sin of the parents   (incest)  caused or allowed the  Devil 

to enter the body of the  child monster, thus increasing its 

strength for evil.    We learn In hearing this that the  Devil 

exists and 1B separate  from the three demons in the giant's 

temple.     We learn alBo of the Devil's awful power,  for he 

has managed to arouse God's anger over the matter! 

"...enojado nuestro  Sefior que el enemlgo malo hobiese  tenldo 

tanto  poder y  fecho  tanto mal  en aquellos  que,  aunque   pe- 

cadores,   en BU santa fe  oatollca crefan..."   (AM. III,  11). 

The monster le able to kill Christians and no Christian can 

vanquish it.    Amadi's triumphs only with special help: 

"...nuestro Sefior.. .quiso darle el esfuerzo e gracla espe- 

cial,  que sin ella nlnguno fuera poderoso de acometer ni 

oaar esperar tan gran pellgro..."   (AM III,  11).     God. in hie 

anper  gives  Amadi's   special  strength and grace,  without 

which he could not kill the dragon.    Amadfs, of course,   1B 

then successful.     We see that  the whole episode on the 

Insola del Diablo is a coamio battle between Satan and God, 

each giving special  strength to his special  creature,  each 

attempting to prove that he Is stronger than the other. 
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The identity of Amadfs in thiB context becomes irrelevant. 

The   knight  and  the  dragon are  merely   pawns  in  the  greater 

conflict between good and evil.    It is a terrifying world. 

That incident is not the only one in which Amadfs 

is  used  as an  instrument  of God's   vengeance.     When king 

Abiseos  becomes  a   traitor,  he   sufferB  the  consequences: 

...el   Senor  del  mundo . . .permltlo  que allf  vlnlese 
aquel   crudo  ejecutor  Amadfs  de  Gaula,   que  matando 
a  Abiseos  e  a   SUB  hi JOS,   por  el  fue  vengada aquella 
tan gran tralclon...   (AM I, 42). 

And in the next book,   the knight,  now called Beltenebros, 

slays  a  blasphemous  giant:   "El  gigante  no  hacfa  sino mal- 

decir a"  Dlos e a  BUB santos, y Beltenebros sacd el venablo 

del caballo y metloselo por la boca"   (AM II, 12).    The 

giant  is  a  murderer,  an  ldoloator,   and  he  curses  God and 

the  saints.    AmadfB rewardB him by ramming a  Javelin down 

his throat. 

The  Ood of the Amadfs exacts stern retribution, and 

man is not  far behind in meting out  punishment.    When the 

evil  magician Arcalaus  is   finally  captured,   he  is  put  in 

a cage.    Amadfs explains magnanimously that  "esta prisio'n 

del cuerro,  en que agora estis e tanto  terres,   sera Have 

para  soltar tu anima,  que tan encadenada y presa  tanto 

tieraro has tenldo"   (AM IV,   36).    Being shut up in a cage 

will   (we are not told how)  free  the magician's soul. 

If one's own character and destiny are  subject to a 

certain amount of determinism,   so in religion we  find an 
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attitude  of  fatalism,  as  when  Urganda  confesses  that   "ver- 

dad es que a mi antes maniflesto   fue...pero no  fue en mi 

tal  poder  que   de9viar  rodiese  lo  que  ordenado  estaba" 

(AM IV,   52).     She   had  foreseen magically  the  kidnapping of 

Lieuarte,   but   could not   prevent  It  because  it  was  fore- 

ordained.     The  unknown maiden  in  Lieuarte*e  court  exclaims: 

"jAy mezquina!   dl Jo  ella,   como  fui   enganada.     Agora  veo 

cue por slno ni por irte no  puede hombre hulr de las cosas 

que 4.   Dios   placen"   (AM I,   31).     She  learns  that   God always 

wins In the end, despite what men think or plan.    If death 

is always around the  corner, no need to fear.    Amadfs says 

it well:   "...como yo tengo crefdo  9er mortal,  e no poder 

alcanzar mas vlda de la que 4 Dios plogulere"   (AN II,  17). 

He knows he will die and that he will live no longer than 

God wishes.     We might point out here parenthetically that 

in Chapter 23 of Book IV the good priest Nasclano, who 

took Amadfs  in and  housed  him at  the   Fena  Pobre  at   the  time 

he was rejected by Oriana is described as being forty years 

old    and so decrepit that he cannot  walk but must ride a 

mule.     The author  Is  so  awed at  the  man's advar.ced age  that 

he  recalls  It  time and again In the   course  of the  present 

chapter. 

Nevertheless,  Amadfs  is  not  so   given  to  fatalism  that 

he  does  not   pray  for  the  one   thing he  truly  desires-recon- 

ciliation with  Oriana,   "...si   Dios   por  su  pledad no  le 

acorriese con la merced de  su sefiora,  que la muerte tenfa 
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muy cerca ma's que  la vlda"   (AM II, 8).    He wants either 

Orlana or death.     In the  same breath Amadi's  "rogaba a" la 

Vlrgen Marfa que le socorriese en aquella gran cuita en que 

estaba"   (AM II,  8).     He asks the Virgin Mary to intercede 

in the matter.     The good physician, Maestro Ellsabat, on the 

other hand, readily acknowledges the inability of man to 

shape his own destiny.     When Amadfs lies victorious but 

seriously wounded on the Insola del Diablo,  the physician 

treats  him  but  warns, "Senior  caballero,.. .de aquel  que  vos 

pedfs  merced os  ha de  vernlr  la  verdadera meleclna..." 

(AM 111,11).     The real healing must come  from God, not  from 

a mortal  physician.    It  still does not prevent the knight 

from doing all he can to assure himself victory before 

battle: 

...fuese a la capllla, y despertando al capellan, 
se  confeso con el de  todos SUB pecados, y estovieron 
entrumbos   faciendo  oraclon ante  el  altar  de  la 
Vlrgen Marfa, rogandole  que  fuese  su abogada en 
aquella  batalla   (AM II,   18). 

He wakes  the  chaplain,  confesses his sins, and prays for 

victory.     But then,   speaking to Arcalaus, he again expresses 

a fatalistic attitude toward death:  "Mi muerte, dljo 

Amadfs,   esta en la voluntad de Dlos, a qulen yo  temo,  e 

la tuya en la del dlablo..."   (AMI, 1.8).     Ood is In charge 

of kadi's'   death,   Satan of Arcalaus'.     Some of those 

characters who are In the wrong do express  fear of dying, 

as when don Cuadragante acts:   "...hizolo con el gran temor 

de la muerte"   (AM II,  12).     He acts solely out of fear of 
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dying.    Again,   the  thief defeated by  don Balais  expresses 

it more specifically:   "jAy Seflor,  por Dlos, merced,  no me 

mateis;  que Begun lo mucho que he andado en este mal oficio, 

con el cuerpo perderfa el anlma"   (AM I,  28).     He  is openly 

afraid that In dying he will lose his BOUI.    Amadfs, on the 

other hand, being virtuous,   fears life more than death: 

"...si yo hoblese de temer las espantosas cosas,   con mas 

razon lo farfa en las preaentes...que en las ocultas que por 

venlr  esta'n"   (AM II,   17).     If he  is  to  fear dreadful  things, 

he will fear those of the present life, rather than the 

hidden things of the life to come.    This is a surprising 

and a dangerous attitude for a follower of a church that 

does not give Its believers absolute assurance of salvation. 

But Amadfs deviates more than once from the accepted path- 

way.    Later In Book  III,   Maestro Elleabat   feels   the  neces- 

sity of encouraging him by saying: "Os esforcels vuestro 

corazo'n que  tenga  esperanza  de  vlvlr,   como  la  tlene  de 

morlr"   (AM III,   11).    Amadi's aotually gives up hope and 

desires death.     Despair is forbidden by his church.    But 

even further,  he acknowledges that his ambition is not a 

Christian one, and glories in it by expressing it  in song: 

Pues se me nlega vitorla 
Do   Justo me era deblda, 
Alii do muere la gloria 
Es   gloria morir la vida (AM II, o). 

He is  speaking of Orlana's  false  accusation that   he  was 

unfaithful, and says that if he cannot have  the victory he 
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deserves, and if his  glory is dead, then he wmts his body 

to die as well.     He has  committed no moral wrong, but he 

desires  death.     In another passage, he expresses Indifference 

to death but  great  concern for honor: "...mas es ml  culdido 

en dar fin  Justamente en las grandes e graves cosas, donde 

honra e  fama  se   gana,  que en sostener la vida"   (AM II,  17). 

Fame and honor are more important to Amadfs than life itself. 

On the  surfaoe,   the bare quotation might be construed as 

Christian, but let us not  forget that honor to Amadfs 

equals fidelity  to his lady   (whom he has  seduced but not 

married)  and victory in battle at the cost of the deaths 

of others.    Amadfs le not a Christian by the criteria of 

his own church.     He breaks its laws at every turn and is 

faithful to the   code of chivalry alone,  a code which even 

king Lisuarte eventually condemns as un-Chrlstian.    To be 

fair,  however, we must bear in mind that the priest too 

condones  some questionable acts, and that religion is 

often not  clearly distinguishable from magic, and Amadfs 

is no theologian.    He is dutiful to his religious ideals. 

If he accepts  the altruistic magic of Urganda much as he 

accepts the sacraments of the Church, he also condemns 

the destructive magic of Arcalaus.    Therefore, he does 

distinguish between religion and certain kinds of magic. 

book also  presents them as  separate.    For  this reason, 

we  shall make   the  passage,  barely noticeable though it may 

be,  from religion to magic in the next chapter. 

The 
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VII.   MAGIC IN THE AKADIS 

Magic is not  specifically good or evil,    it is not 

always distinguishable  from religion, and destructive magic 

is  discouraged.     For  this  reason,  we  will   Bee  magic  used most 

by virtuous characters, as In the case of Urganda, who em- 

ploys It  altruistically.     Much magic  originates  with Greeks, 

and we  find  that  on occasion It   Is  used  to  emphasize  the 

virtue of the characters.    An example Is the enchanted 

castle of the Insola Firme,  Into whose precincts are 

allowed only  the morally and physically beautiful.    The 

more  a  character   possesses  of these  two  qualities,   the 

farther inside he or she Is allowed to go before  being 

rudely snatched up and cast  through the air to the out- 

side.     AraadiB  and  Orlana,   of  course,  make  it all  the way, 

and this   gives  Amadfs  governorship of the  island and use 

of Its  considerable  revenues.     The others make  It  part  way 

Into the castle,  the distance they are allowed to  travel 

being  dependent on  their  qualities and social  station. 

Thus,  Amadfs*   brothers go next farthest,  while virtuous 

knights  not  related  to  him  by blood  go  not   quite  BO  far 

as  the  brothers.     These   scenes are  written In such a  way 

that  no  short  quotation appears adequate.     All  the  episodes 

present  a   series of  paragraphs.     In the  case  of  the  magic 

Jewelry  that  tells  who  are  faithful  lovers,   quotations  have 
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appeared In the chapter on sexual morality.    Let it   suffice 

to say that while  their effect In the Instance of Orlana 

and her unwanted pregnancy was potentially devastating, 

even here the  greater potential was for good.    It was 

not evil magic.    In fact, the only genuinely evil use to 

which magic is put is the immobilization of Arcalaus' 

enemies.    When this magician finds himself in hand-to-hand 

combat  with Amadfs,   he  chooses  to use magic  rather  than his 

sword:  "...perdio la  fuerza de todos los mlembros y el 

sentldo,  e cayo en la:tlerra tal  como muerto"   (AM I,  18). 

He causes Amadfs to  fall  senseless to  the ground.    There 

the hero lies,  drugged as it were, unable to awaken.     Then, 

as If to assure us that white magic too Is present, a 

miraculous event takes place that results in the disen- 

chantment of the knight:   "...ealfa por el suelo de la camara 

rodando un libro como que viento lo llevase...y ella lo 

tomd e  partlolo en cuatro  partes e fuelas queraar en los 

cantos..."   (AM I,  19).    A book comes rolling across the 

floor.     A woman who understands such things tears  the book 

into four pieces, burns the pieces in the four corners of 

the room, and this brings Amadfs out of his trance.     ThiB 

charming bit of counter-magic is far more typical of the 

book than the evil spell cast by Arcalaus.    Indeed,  It is 

the only instance in which this magician actually uses 

magic.    One has the impresr.lon that he is unable to resist 

and cannot work magic any more.    In the next book of the 
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Amadfs,  he again meets the  knight In battle, but  flees 

rather than cast a  spell:   "...mas Arcalaus echo el escudo 

cue llevaba del cuello, e   con la grande ligereza de su 

caballo alongdee tanto,  que no lo pudo alcanzar" 

(AK HI  14).    It Is made clear  that  he runs away as fast 

as his horse  can carry him.    Since he Is an evil man, 

ready  to take vengeance on his enemies, we can only con- 

clude  that he is unable to  cast a spell this time.    Again, 

he does manage,   early In Book III,  to  capture Amadfs and 

his companions.    The author describes the means by which 

Arcalaus holds  them prisoner as magical, but In reality 

It Is by mechanical means,  which any handy person could 

duplicate today: 

...aquella  camara era   fecha por una muy 
enganosa arte,   que toda ella se   sostenla sobre 
un estello de   flerro hecho  como  huslllo de 
lagar,   cerrado  en otro  de madera,  que en medlo 
de la camara estaba,  e  podfase abajar e alzar 
por debajo,  trayer.do una palanca de hlerro 
al derredor   (AM III, 7). 

He has  shut  them In a wlndowler.s chamber which can be raised 

and lowered by means of a lever connected to a shaft 

threaded like a screw In the fashion of a wine presB. 

While It confuses the victims, it Is by no means magical. 

The prisoners do escape,  and then oommlt the most violent act 

of all.     King Lisuarte burns  the magician's castle: 

"...mando el Rey poner fuego  a las casas que dentro eran..." 

(AM III,   7).    And Arcalaus can do nothing to prevent It. 

Even the dwarf Ardlan Insults him with Impunity,  shouting, 
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"Sefior Arcalaus,  recebld en paclencla ese f umo,  como yo 

lo facfa..."   (AM III,  7).    The dwarf Is the closest the 

book comes to offering a comic character, and ArcalauB 

had tormented him previously.     Now the victim, an unusually 

small,  weak victim,  taunts the magician In safety.    Finally, 

of course,  Arcalaus receives his  Just deserts:   "...preso, 

e  vie Jo,  e  manco,   a  la merced de   sue enemlgos,   el  solo 

bastaba para ser enjemplo que nlnguno se desvlase del 

camlno de la vlrtud..."   (AM IV,   36).    The worker of black 

maple Is captive,  old,   crippled, and at   the mercy of hie 

enemies.    He  Is  held up ao an example of what happens to 

those who stray   from the path of virtue.    It appears to 

this writer that a modern author might well have developed 

this theme as a   subplot    to enrich the story and further 

Illustrate the book's attitude toward maglc--that white 

magic le good and helpful, but black magic is of only 

temporary help,  and like other evils,  falls In the end. 

There le another aspect of magic In the Amadfs.    It 

does  not affect the  story In any major way, but is rather 

an Indication of an attitude.    Much ©f magic la associated 

with Greeks.     When the eon of Amadfs, Eeplandlan,  Is born, 

he has writing on his  chest:   "dlete letras tan coloradae 

como brasas  vivas...lae blancas eran de latfn muy escuro, 

6 las  ooloradas en lenguage  grlego"   (AM III, 4).     The 

Insola Flrme Itself was  enchanted by a king of Constanti- 

nople.     And on the Isle of the Bewitching Maiden,  we find 
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a young woman behaving In a manner much like the Circe of 

the Odyssey:   "...B1 en las fustas venfan caballeros, tenfalos 

todo  el   tlempo   que  le agradaba. . .que no  habfan  poder  de 

facer otra cosa"   (AM IV,  49).     She abducts men from pass- 

ing ships and keeps  them with her by enchantment, forcing 

them to  stage  combats against  their wills.     We find that 

this would-be  Circe la descended from Greeks on her father's 

side.     He  is   "un  gran  sabio  en  todae las  artes,   natural  de 

la cludad de Argos,  en Grecia"   (AM IV, 49).    He is a 

nan schooled in all the arts, a native of the Greek city 

of Argos.     She  has  acoumulated a  treasure on her  island, 

and it is well  guarded by an image  holding a large tablet 

in its hands.    Of the tablet we are told that on it were 

written  "unas letraa aaaz grar.de8, muy bien fechas, en 

griego"   (AM IV,  49).     It 18 inscribed    with large Greek 

letters.     She  too,  of  course,   is  finally  brought  down.    It 

happens  in  this  manner:   "...entre  aquellos caballeros... 

fue uno natural  de la isla de Greta.. .no  la podieron excu- 

eir que a este caballero no   ficiese  senor...de su persona" 

{AK IV,   49).     Among the men   she abducts  is a native of 

the   (Greek) island of Crete.     She falls in love with him. 

The man reciprocates her advances and she  "creyendo ella 

tenerlo   enteramente.. .que  tan  sin  engano   como  ella  lo 

amaba,  as*  lo hacfa el,  dejole libre"   (AM IV,  49).     She 

removes  the   spell  from him in order to enjoy his favors 

freely.     Unfortunately  for her,   the  Cretan vilues  freedom 
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more than lovei   " .. .eetando un dfa fablando con la donce- 

11a...dlo con ella de la pefia ayuso tan gran cafda que toda 

fue hecha piezas"   (AM IV, 49).     Having lulled her into a 

feeling of security, he lures her to the edge of the cliff, 

and in the midst of a conversation pushes her over.    She 

is dashed to pieces. 

One other important instance of magic is associated 

with Greeks.     The Ineola del  Diablo, on which Amadfs van- 

quishes the supernaturally strong dragon, belongs to  the 

king of Constantinople:   "...el oaballero de la Verde Espada 

eecrlbli al" emperador de Constantlnopla,  cuya era aquella 

fnsola,   oomo habfa muerto aquella fiera bestia"   (AM III, 12). 

It oan be  seen that-magic tends to be a good force, 

more useful for the benefit of the virtuous.    Aroalaus 

employs It only onoe and ever after flees rather than 

cast a spell.     He ends up in a cage, and the only other 

character who uses destructive magic is oast down from a 

cliff.     Urganda, on the other hand,  flourishes, and her 

magic 1B of genuine benefit to the knights.    Greeks are 

associated with knowledge of magic, and it is recognized 

that this Hellenic Influence comes, not  from Greece directly, 

but from the Byzantine Empire when Amadfs is Invited there 

and subsequently has cause to  change his name. 

This is the   third change of name—the fourth name- 

that Amadfs has had, but he is a seasoned knight.    Like 

magic,   the  names  give  the book a quality of fantasy that 
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can only delight  the reader.     But like the death penalty, 

It is all  firmly  grounded In realism,    if the experienced 

knight   can  permit  fantasy,   how does  he  become  seasoned 

In the ways of the real world?    Again we are brought back 

to reality,  for there are prescribed rules for knighthood 

and for Its attainment, and there Is training.    A ceremony 

Is  necessary,  and magic  has  no   place  In  It.     Let  us  continue, 

then,  with a   consideration of the  process of rising to 

lull ght -errantry. 
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VIII.   ON BECOMING A  KMIOHT  IN THE AMADIS 

The  ceremony  of knighting le  simple,  but  it  ie  only  the 

end  of a  process.     Requisites of birth and  character must be 

met,   and training in  the  martial  skills is  necessary.     It  is 

Tob'ibly  the  moBt  important  step any  young man can take. 

We  find  Galaor,   unaware  that   he  is  the  illegitimate  son 

of  Ferion and   half-brother of  /iimdfs,   deeply  worried about 

his  qualifications   for  knighthood.     Then he  is  told,   "Vos 

sois  hijo  de  rey  e  de  reina..."   (AM I,  5).     Knowing that 

he meets   the  requirement  of background,   he exults,   "El 

persamiento   que  yo   fasta  aquf   tenfa  por  grande  en ouerer 

ser caballero,   tengo  ahora  por  pequeno..."   (AM I,   5). 

Being a prince,  he more than meets the requirement.     Mow 

Oalaor,   who  at  this  point  is  eighteen years old,   faces a 

period  of  training.     A  good  giant  takes  him in and  fur- 

nishes   the  necessary  instruction:     "...ffzole  anrer.der todas 

las  cosas  de  arm as   que  a  caballero  convenfan.     En  esto  le 

detuvo   un ano..."   (AM I,  4).     In  this  we  see   that   the 

training WHS  specifically military and that it took one 

year  to   complete.     We  are  even  told What  skills  were  In- 

volved:     "...faofale  sabalgar e bohordar por el campo,  e 

didle dos esgremidores oue le desenvolvlesen e le soltasen 

con el   escudo  y  espada..."   (AM 1,   5).     Galaor  had  to  learn 

to manage a horse and a sword.     To develop his  swordsmanship, 
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the  giant provided him with sparring partners who fought 

him with sword and shield.    He also had to learn to throw 

the  "bohordo", a kind of short spear used In tournaments. 

A vigil of the arms In a church Is also necessary 

Just before the ceremony,  but  we find that If the candidate 

has attended mass  and  participated In the  sacrament  of the 

Eucharist,  this substitutes for the vigil:   "...vamos a 

alguna lglesla para tener la vlgllla.  —No eB necesarlo, 

dljo Qalaor,   que ya hoy he ofdo mlsa e vl...el cuerpo de 

Dlos. —EBO basta..."   (AM I,  11). 

If,  however,   the person who Is to perform the  cere- 

mony 1B convinced that the candidate has met all require- 

ments,  then the actual knighting Is almost a formality. 

Even a  woman may  Initiate  It.     When Orlana  requests  that 

Perlon knight Amadfs,   the King agrees readily:   "Yo vos 

qulero pedlr un don.  -De  grado, dljo el Rey..—Pues  fa- 

cetiae ese ml   doncel caballero..."   (AK I, 4).    Ferlon turns 

to Amadfs and complies Immediately:  "i^uerels receblr 

o'rden de  caballerfa? —Qulero,   dljo e'l.  —En el nombre de 

Dlos..."   (AM I,  4).     The one constant In all the acts of 

knighting is the  fixing of the  right scur, as In Amadfs' 

ceremony;   "E ponlendole la espuela dlestra,  le dljo: Agora 

sols   caballero   e  la  espada  podels  tomar..."   (AM I,  4). 

After the  spur Is put on the candidate's foot,  sometimes 

he is klseed ceremonially, as when Amadfa knights Qalaor: 

"E ponlendole la espuela dlestra e besandolo, le dljo: 
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Agora sols caballero..."   (AM 1,  11).    Sometimes he reclves 

his eword from a  person of his  choice, as when Norandel 

is knighted:   "El Rey le flzo caballero e dfjolej Tomad la 

esp'ida de qulen mas  vos plogulere.. .Orlana.. .gela did,  e 

asf  fue  compllda enteramente su caballerfa"   (AM III, 4). 

In the case of Norandel,   there were witnesses present. 

This appears   to be a requirement,  but It is not dwelt upon, 

aB though to do BO would be to belabor a point already 

known by the  readers. 

While the religious aspect of knighthood is played 

down and the individual's own virtue Is emphasized, both 

religion and magic are helnful In difficult  situations, 

as we eee In the  section on religion, where Amadfs van- 

quishes the dragon only with divine help.    In Book I,  the 

night   before entering into mortal combat,  he goes to the 

chapel to don his armor: 

...armoBe de  BUB armao todas...e hlzo su oraclon 
ante  el  altar,   rogando  a  Dlos  que,  asl  en las 
armas  como  en aquellos mortales deseos que por 
BU senora tenfa,  le diese vltorla   (AM I, <+;. 

It is as though dressing in the chapel will give him more 

protection.     He prays for victory in battle, and he prays 

for victory In love.    God does seem to be necessary for 

the  success  of a  knight.     But  later,  Amadfs  omits Qod and 

invokes only Orlana before battle.     Galaor too feels the 

need of more  than  his  own strong arm:   "E Galaor le rogd 

cue rogase d  Dios por el...e puso mano a la espada que 
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Urp-inda le diera...e Galaor fue sobre el e mato'lo..." 

(AM I,   11-12).     Galaor attacks  a  giant,  and  with the  aid 

of God--Galaor  does   not  tray   directly,   but  asks  someone  to 

do  It   for  him—and  a  maple  9word,   defeats and kill9  him. 

Both God and maple  are  useful   to   the  knight. 

The  attainment  of knighthood can be  seen to  be  the 

result  of a  specific   procedure.     A candidate  must  fulfill 

requirements of birth and proper character,  and must be 

tr-iined in  specific  martial  arts.    If he  has   shown expertise 

In these  arts,   training is  unnecessary.     A vigil  of arms 

or attendance  at  mass  must   precede  the   ceremony,   which is 

Itself uncomplicated.     Words are   sild by a  knight  in the 

presence  of witnesses,   the  candidate's  sword and  spurs  are 

-fflxed to his  person, and he-is a knight.    From then on, 

he rides for glory and for God. 

Religion and magic are part of knight-errantry.     Nor 

need  the   knight   ride  alone.     He  may,   if he  wishes,   take a 

squire.     This   subordinate  character aid9  him  and at  times 

Is of importance   to   tho  plot.     What  neither religion nor 

magic  accomplish,   the   squire may.     Because  they  are  persons 

of some  importance,   we  will  consider  the  position of 

squires  in  the  next   chapter. 
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IX.    POSITION OF SQUIRES IN THE AM.iDIS 

Subordinates are important In the Amadfa.     Devotion 1B 

Bhovm on  the   part  of both masters  and  servants,  and  while a 

squire may be of noble blood,  if he has not beer, knighted 

his  role  remains   secondary.     He may  even  Influence  the 

development of the   story.     We have the dwarf Ardian, a 

siervant  of rimadfs,   who  put  his  protector  in considerable 

danger:   "...que pellgro tan grunde le sobrevir.o ror...su 

enano Ardian,  o.ue con gran lgnorancia erro..."   (AM I,  40). 

The  dwarf had  unwittingly  caused Orlana  to  think  her lover 

unfaithful.     This   sets off a  chain of events  in which  she 

writes  him  a  scathing letter,  and Amadfs,   appalled,  with- 

draws  from  the  world,   changes  his  name,  loses weight,   and 

falls  ill  almost   to   the   point  of  death.     It is  through the 

priest  who   takes  him  In  that EsDlandlan is  later  saved  from 

death and raised  in  a  Christian  family  to  become  the  para- 

gon of virtue  that one would expect of the hero's  son.    All 

this because of the dwarf.     Not only does this secondary 

character  play  at   times a   pivotal  role,  but  he  has  his 

own distlncltive personality.    For one thing, he is abso- 

lutely  devoted to  Amadfs.     In the brutal world of the 

knights  errant,   one  may   suppose  that  the   small,  weak  person 

would naturally   feel  drawn  to one willing and able  to 

protect   him,   but   his   feeling appears  to  go  beyond that: 
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"...hacfa  gran duelo e daba con la  cabeza en una  pared" 

(AM II.  5).     When Ardlan thinks  that Amadfe may be dead, 

he  wills  and beats  his  head against a  wall.     When  Galaor 

offers to take the dwarf under his protection, Ardlan 

replies* "Senor, yo vos aguardare, mas no por senor, hasta 

que  sepa  nuevan  clertas de Amadfs"   (AM  II,  5).     Thus,  If 

his main concern were  protection,  he would have had no 

qualms about   changing masterB.     But  he  puts  Galaor off, 

refusing to   Join his retinue permanently until he has 

certain news of Amadfs'   fate.     It is not only this almost 

unique  character who mourns the knight's absence.    The 

squire Qandalln, although himself of royal birth and great 

physical  strength,   shows equal emotion:   "Qandalln y el 

enano...facfan muy  gran duelo,   tanto,  que asf al Rey como 

a los otros   ponfan en haber dellos gran pledad, e mas de 

su senor, a qulen mucho amaban"   (AM II,  10).    The devotion 

of subordinates to   superiors Is ever present throughout the 

book.    But the  relationship Is two-sided.    The masters too 

evince great affection  for their servantsi  "Galaor tomd 

entre  BUS brazoe al Enano...e dfJole...lo que de mi fuere 

sera  de  tl"   (AM  II,   5).     When it   seems  that  the  dwarf Is 

without a  protector,  Galaor embraces the man and assures 

him that  all his possessions   (and strength) are at the 

dwarfs disposal.     It Is not only those who have known 

the servants  previously who show compassion toward them. 

Total  strangers are  given to comforting those who  grieve, 
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as in the scene above in which Oandalin and Ardian are 

keening  for  loss of Amadfs:  "Qandalin y el Enano...hacfan 

Buy   gran  duelc.y  loe   caballeroB  loe  coneolaban " 

(AM II,   10).     The  knights at the Court attempt to comfort 

the squire and the dwarf. 

Amadfs   himself shows   great   concern  for  his  subordinates 

when  he  thinks   he  is  dying.     If Qalaor graciously assures 

Ardian of  his  affection,  it  is  partially  because  Amadfs 

has spoken with his   (surosedly) dying breith to his brother 

in this fashion«   "...le encomlendo yo a Ardian ml enano, 

que le tralga  coneigo e no  le desampare.. ."   (AM II, 2). 

It is  not   Qod  nor  Oriana  who  occupies  his  mind at  this  key 

point in his life.     Further,  he makes provision for Qandalin: 

"...yo no  tengo que te dejar sino solamente esta fnsola..." 

(AM II,  2).     ThUB,   he wills   to  his  squire  the  Insola Firme, 

his moBt valuable possession.    Indeed Amadfs now acknow- 

ledges  that  although Gandalln has   served him  faithfully 

the9e many ye-irs,   they are in fact social  equals:   "Mi buen 

amlpo   Oandalin,   yo   e  tu   fuimos  en un> e a  una leche  crlados... 

nunca  penaastes   sino en me servlr..."   (AM II, 2).    This is 

nothing but  the truth.   Qandalin is a prince,  son of the 

king and queen who had taken Amadfs in when he was a child 

found floating like Moses in the water.    If anything, it is 

Qandalin who  should enjoy higher station.     Nonetheless, 

because he  is not a  knight, he is destined to serve hie 

foster brother rather than be his real equal in the world: 
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"...mando 4... .Gandalln  que   sacase  sue armas y  caballo..." 

(AM II* 2).     It Is not  that Gandalln Is  frozen in this 

position.    It is perfectly possible for a squire of his 

antecedents to become a knight.     The young man Enil, also 

of royal, if irregular, birth, has served Amadfs well as 

squire, and on the eve of battle Amadfs determines to 

reward hlrnj   "...se  fue al huesped e rogole que le diese 

para aquel   su escudero  unas  armas,   que  le  querfa  hacer 

cafcallero"   (AM II,  15).    Enil hae already fulfilled the 

requirement of station, and he has shown hie bravery and 

dexterity In actual battle,   so  that the period of training 

Is deemed unnecessary,  and nothing Is  left  but  the actual, 

elmple ceremony of knighting.    Amadfe does not even instruct 

him in the ways of knight-errantry.    Of course, Enil 

disappoints no one:   "Enil, que mucho en aquella batalla 

habfa fecho,   por donde slempre en gran fama tenido fue" 

(AH II,   15).     Being of royal antecedents, he proves by his 

gallantry that  the trust  placed in him was   Justified. 

Meanwhile, Gandalln, who dreams of becoming a knight, 

doeB not let his low estate Influence him.    He shows his 

continued devotion for Amadfs in every way, as when the 

knight  withdraws   from  the  world and  states  that  no  one  is 

to  follow him,   Gandalln mutters,   "No  eetare  que  no  vaya en 

pos de el,  aunque me lo defendio,  e llevarle he sus armas" 

(AM II,  3).    Even against his master's wishes, the faith- 

ful squire determines to seek him out and give him aid. 
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That  thle aid ie of very  real value la made cleur time and 

again.     Indeed,   the  character of Oandalln comes very close 

to being developed as a modern novelist might do.    We see 

that Oandalln "manipulates" Amadfs to shake him out of the 

state In which Orlana's  false accusation has plunged hlmt 

"Y esto le decfa  por le poner en alguna sana, que la otra 

algo flclese olvldar"   (AM II,   3).     In order to take the 

knight's mind off his  trouble,   the  squire attempts to stir 

his anger In another direction.    Thle le not the first 

time he has managed hie master.    In the previous chapter 

we read that "esto  el  hlzo por consejo de Oandalln,.. .que 

blen clerto era el que...el mundo que suyo fuese dejarfa 

por compllr lo que por ella fuese mandado..."   (AM Hi 2)« 

A messenger has brought the letter from Orlana.    Amadfs 

1B about to take  possession of the Insola Flrme, the Im- 

mense wealth of which is made  clear In the book.    Fearing 

that the  letter contains a  request  from the lady, and that 

Amadfs will ride off Immediately to comply with It, Oandalln 

has the messenger delay delivery until after his master is 

official owner of the  island.    As with all of the squire's 

machinations,   this  one  succeeds, and brings benefit to 

Amadfs. 
This particular relationship of mutual protection 

brings out another  Interesting aspect of knight-errantry. 

Apparently, although the squire can become a knight, he 

needs the approval of the knight he servee.    In this case, 
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Am'idfo   demure:   "...muchao  veoen  habfa  aefdo  importunado  que 

le  hiciese   caballero,  AmadfB  no  se  atrevfa a  lo  hacer..." 

(AM IV,  28).     Qandalin has  requested knighthood many  times, 

but Amadfs has not dared     to grant It.    In the often naive 

way of the book,   his reasons are  frankly selfish:   "...con 

otro nlnguno  pudiese fablar..."   (AM IV, 28).    Amadfs has so 

much grief In hie romantic life that he needs to talk about 

It with someone.     Qandalin le  the only one In whom he can 

confide.     In this  same vein, the value of the talk le 

emphasized:   "...e'ste era el que muchas vecee lo quitara de 

la  muerte...8i   de  alguna  manera  de   e{  lo  apartara,   no  era 

otra coea  salvo apartar de  ai la vlda"   (AM IV,  28). 

The  faithful  youth's    manipulations  have  saved Amadfs   from 

his own Impetuosity to the extent that the knight would 

probably have died without them.    Therefore, to make Qanda- 

lin a knight would be  tantamount to suicide on Amadfs' 

part,  since Qandalin would then have  to ?o away.    If such 

reasoning seems overblown to a modern reader, it does not 

to Qandalin,  who,   faithful  servant  that he  is,  understands 

and approves:    "Qandalin,  hablendo  eete  conoscimiento... 

como  quiera  que  mucho   deBease  ser  caballero...no  le  oeaba 

afincar mucho  por le ver en tan gran neceeidad"   (AM IV,  38). 

He will not inBiet on being knighted,   elnce Amadi's is in 

auch need of him.    It 1B only when Amadfs thinks he ia 

dying that he agrees  to hie  squire's promotion! "Amlgo, el 

qulslereB  eer caballero,   selo..."   (AM II, 2).    He then 

, 
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gives  Gandalin  his own  weapons  and releases  him  to  become 

a  knight.     Gandalin,   we  may   suppose,   then  goes  through  the 

requisite  ceremony,   receives   sword and spur,   takes a  squire, 

and  oo   the   cycle  of knight-errantry   goes  on. 

The  squire,   as  we   have   seen,  will serve   the   knight 

with  selfless  devotion,   and  the   knight in  turn  will  show 

concern  for  the   squire   even on  his  deathbed.     Other 

subordinate   characters,   too,   will  have assurance  of love 

i  protection   from  the mighty,   even  If they  are   strangers. 

Secondary  characters  may   even influence  the  story  in a 

major  way. 

In  addition  to   the   squire,   the other  companion of a 

knight  on  his  adventures  is  his  horse.    The  knight  and 

horse   form  bone  and muscle of  the  Amadie.     Other animals 

too  are  mentioned,   and  specific  attitudes   toward them are 

expressed;   and  because   there   would be  no romance  without 

these  animals,   they  will   be  discussed  in detail  in  the 

following  chapter. 
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X.   ANIMAL3  IN THE AMADIS 

In a world in which warfare la a man's chief concern, 

one would expect Intense interest In horses,  but In fact 

animals  are   scarcely mentioned  except as  extensions  of the 

knight's  personality.     Ferlon  fights  a  lion,  and the  feat 

wins  him  the  hand of Ellsena.     Lions  serve  to   show Aimdi's* 

prudence.     But if animals do not reflect an admirable 

quality In man,   then one ignores  them or even kills them. 

In a   struggle between Madaman  and Bruneo,   the  former Is 

unseated.     He  shouts,   "31   tu caballo  perder no  quleres, 

deaclendo   de  el   d  me  deja  cabalgar en el  mfo"   (AM II,   19). 

He  is  willing  to  kill  Bruneo's  horse.     Don Galaor at  one 

point   finds  his  horse  becoming exhausted.     His  reaction is 

predictable!     "...su  caballo andiba ya  como  clego  para  caer 

...dljo:     Caballero,   d  nos  combatamos a  pie  6 me  d'.d  caballo 

...ei   no,   matar  voa  he  el  VUestro..."   (AM 1,  41 ).     His 

horse  ia   so   tired  that  the  animal  is  useless   for  the  battle 

In which  ne  is  engaged.     He  tells  his  opponent   that  either 

he must   have a   fresh  horse or  they must   fight on  foot.     If 

not,  he will kill  his opponent's horse.     Even the very 

paragon of  virtue,  rtnridfs  himself,   Is nothing loath  to  slay 

his  steed!     "...como   se  vlo...que  el  caballo  lo   s.carfa del 

cauipo,   didle   con  la  espada  tal  golpe entre  las  orejas  que 

...cayo'  en  la   tierra  muerto..."   (AM 1,   42).     His  horse 
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runs away with him.     To stop the beast, he strikes It such 

a  blow between the  oars   that  it  falls  dead,    King Ldsuarte 

demonstrates equal caaualnese in a go-around with Plorestar.i 

"...dio'le  con EU espada tal golpe en la cabeza da su caballo, 

que lo derrlbo con el entre los caballeros"   (AM III,   5). 

He strikes down his adversary's horse in order to gain 

the advantage. 

All  thid,  01   course, may be  Justified on the grounds 

that  in mortal  combat all  is   fnlr.     Eut  horses do  indeed 

occupy no high rank in the Amadfs.    They may be transferred 

from one owner to another with no ceremony   (much as women): 

".. .Beitenebros did su caballo a los raarlneros, y ellos le 

dieron un pelote a un tabardo de gruesa lana parda..." 

(AM II,  5).     When Amadfs withdraws to the Pefia Pobre,   he 

trades hlfi horse to the sailors who take him there.    In 

return for the  horse,   he receives some goat's hair, or 

something made of goat's hair, and a tabard of thick wool, 

a cloak worn by knights over their armor.    Since Amadfs 

would certainly have ridden only the finest kind of animal, 

we may consider this top price for a horse.    At no time 

does ho express any regret at seeing the horse go.    Trans- 

fer  oould also  be  effected  in another way« 

Mas  yo   creo,   dljo  uno  de  ello3,   que  lo deJades 
oon  temor  de  perder  el   caballo.   —E  jpor  que 
lo perderfa? dljo el.   --Porque serfa do aquel 
quo vos derrlbase   (AM II,   12). 

The  kninht'e  only  concern in  the matter  seens  to be  tnat 
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of being left without proper transportation.    Never Is any 

feeling for the animal expressed.    Indeed,  the horses are 

presented as mere adjuncts to the man.     We have the follow- 

ing Incidental but Interesting remarki   "...los caballos, 

que  sueltos en el campo quedaron,   Juntandose el uno con el 

otro,   comenzaron entre  sf una pelea"   (AM H,  19).    These 

are the steeds of Madaman and Bruneo.    As the knights  fight 

each other,   so do  their horses.    Further, knowing that 

Bruneo wins the battle, we are  not surprised to read that 

"el  caballo  de  Madaman no  lo  podlendo ya  sofrir...salto 

con gran miedo  las cadenas de que el campo cercado eataba..." 

(AM II,   19).     The winner's horse wins his fight too. 

Only once in five hundred pages is any horse individ- 

ualized to  the  point that It has a name:   "E flrio el caballo 

de las espuelas,  dlclendoi  Clarencla,  Clarencia, que era su 

apellldo..."   (AM III, 5).    It Is Llsuarte's horse, and his 

name Is  Clarence.    Even so,  there is no other Indication 

that the king haB any particular feeling for the animal. 

The only other instances in which animals, apart from 

horses, play roles of any Importance to characters or story 

are  those involving lions.     These felines appear twice. 

The first time is on the first page of the bookl  "...Jun- 

tindose ambos,   tenlendole el leon debajo en punto de le 

matar, no perdlendo el Rey su grande esfuerzo,...lo  flzo 

caer muerto"   (AM I,   1).    A lion attacks king Perion.    He 

has no choice but to defend himself, and indeed, he 
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single handedly eviscerates the beast.    This has a definite 

effect:   "...de que el Rey Oarfnter...deofa,  No sin causa 

tiene aquel  fama del mejor caballero del mundo"   (AM I,  1). 

King Qarfnter has witnessed the combat and by his word 

Perion's reputation as the best knight in the world is 

maintained and strengthened.    The incident has served to 

establish the sterling quality of Perlon in the reader's 

mind.     Several  chapters later,  we  find more lions and an 

episode that reveals one of Amadfs' best qualities.    Some 

lions have been let loose in the  courtyard of a castle. 

The residents have taken refuge in towers and only Amadfs 

is left out of doors to deal with the animals:  "Amadfs... 

fuese luego lo mas que pudo a la puerta del castillo, e 

sallendo fuera,   cerrola tras sf, de gulsa que los leoneB 

quedaron dentro"   (AM I,  21).     The hero shows a quality 

sometimes  lacking in knights—prudence.    He tries to avoid 

a showdown with the lions by shutting them up in the court- 

yard,  with a heavy door between them and himself.    His 

prudence is indeed extraordinary for a knight.    The lady of 

theoftetle shouts down to him from a window,   "Senor caballero, 

abrid la puerta 4. los leones...ino abrlrele la puerta? 

—No,  si  Dlos me ayude, dijo Amadfs,  ni de mf habreis esta 

cortesfa"    (AM I, 21).      Even when the fair damsel requests 

that he confront  the beasts,  he wisely declines. 

Little  more  is  said about  animals.     Horses  are move- 

able  furniture and serve only to transport knights.    The 
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lions  serve to illustrate qualities of knights,    in no 

Instance does an animal have its own personality or impor- 

tance . 



XI.  SUMMARY 
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Fighting and the military life    pervade the Amadfs. 

We have seen an unrealistic aspect to battle In Amadf B * 

Indifference to  superior odds,  In Galaor's victory over 

several opponents and a  fight between Amadfs and a group 

of armed knights.    We have  seen realism In Amadfs' admis- 

sion of fear,  his  concern for the welfare of his  followers, 

his der.ire  not  to Involve Innocent people In a fight,  his 

refusal to  rush Into battle or shrink from It If It Is 

necessary,   the   leaders'   consultation with their  comrades 

before  battle,  and Amadfe*   expression of  contempt   for men 

who  force others  to  fight  against  their will. 

Amadfs also expresses the opinion that the military Is 

the best  possible  way  of  life.     It Is  called rational,   while 

the seeking of wealth In civilian life Is called brutish. 

Christians may certainly enjoy wealth,  under certain condi- 

tions, but  the rewards of chivalry are  fame and glory, and 

chivalry serves God. 

Honor Is paramount.     The young must fight to win It, 

the old to keep It.    One concept of honor requires that It 

be defended  to the  death,  while another admits of honorable 

surrender after one has does one's utmost In battle. 

Defeat  Is defined.    Enemies may admire one another's martial 

qualities, but  the  virtuous alwayB win. 
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King IAsuarte  finally forewears chivalry.    He says that 

it is not a  proper endeavor for Christiana, that it rests 

on a worldly base,   that its code of honor works against the 

welfare of the  soul,  and expresses the belief that his 

troubles are  punishment from God for having devoted his 

life  to chivalry. 

In many episodes,  physical beauty Is mentioned.    It is 

considered a  gift  from God,  it exists in both sexes, and it 

may even be of equal  value  with moral  goodness.    Beauty and 

goodness,  however, are   not considered to be Identical. 

Beauty is to be  Judged separately,    it is Implied that all 

knights possess beauty.    The imputation of beauty becomes 

routine in the book,  and most male heroes are both beautiful 

and young.     Beauty and virtue usually occur together and in 

equal   degree.     Two   evil   characters are  specifically  des- 

cribed  as ugly.     Beauty  causes  the  characters  to  act,  and 

is partial   caur,e of the prevention of a war. 

Beauty,  however,   in the case of women is subordinate 

to women's rights and duties.    A priest condemns the  forcing 

of a man's affection on a woman.    Women have the right not 

to be restrained against their wills by knights, but they 

are considered legitimate spoils of battle, and in such a 

case the knight has authority over them and may  transfer 

that authority  to another man.    A family may force a woman 

to go with a man against  her will,  but it is made  clear 

that  affection  cannot  be   forced.     A  father's  absolute 
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power over   hie   daughter Is  demonstrated when Llsuarte 

forces Orlana  to go with the Romans against  her will. 

His wife and Orlana's     ladles  m waiting are  also  under his 

absolute control.     One  lady attempts to kill a knight  for 

restraining  her,  because  he  is  not  a member of her  family. 

The  attempt   to  kill  a  knight  is   perilous,   even for women. 

If a woman  Is molested by  strangers,   she may  expect rescue 

by  any  knight.     Amadfs  says  that  Improper behavior on the 

part of a knight will cause women not to trust knights. 

In addition to protection,  women may expect to wed 

a man of station at   le^nt  equal  to  hers.     They may  expect 

not to be physically mistreated by anyone, and Amadfe 

expresses utmost   contempt for a man who mistreats a woman. 

The area of  sexual morality imposes duties on all 

concerned.    A priest   condemns women who engage in non- 

marital  sex.     Secular law provides the death penalty for 

auch  women.      The   practical  result  of  this   is  seen In 

Elisena's reaction to  her pregnancy.     Orlana's pregnancy 

puts even her maids in danger.     The author calls the death 

penalty  cruel.     The  priest  states  that  non-marital  sex is 

more   serious  in a woman of high station, and king Perlon 

expresses  the   same opinion.    The double standard, however, 

1B  the  rule,  and  we are   given an example  of It.     It  is  the 

nature of men  to  solicit women,  but the woman who resists 

receives strong approval.     No such approval is expressed 

toward men. 
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There are mitigating circumstances In sexual indis- 

cretions.     If a   child of  such a  union  Is  virtuous,   this 

may pardon the parents'   sin.     Such a union may be God's will. 

A son Is a  prize,  no matter how conceived. 

Three   kinds  of  unorthodox relationship are  described. 

The casual relationship between strangers is exemplified 

by  Qalaor and an  unnamed maiden.     Clandestine marriage— 

sexual  relations  engaged in after a  promise,  but  not a 

ceremony    of marriage—is exemplified by Perlon and Ellsena. 

The priest   expresses  approval  of clandestine marriage. 

Such marriage is the major factor in preventing war between 

Amadfs  and  Llsuarte.     And  finally,   knights may  fornicate 

under duress,  in order to  save their own or someone else's 

life.    Once a knight is promised to a lady,   she may expect 

fidelity on his  part. 

The  sexual act Is presented as ugly only once, In a 

case of  Incest.     In other  Instances  it  Is  beautiful  if the 

people  who   engage   in it  are  physically  and morally beautiful. 

Regardless of sexual morality,  or immorality, religion 

is  a  part  of every  character.     Amadfs  hears mass every  day. 

Asceticism is not   enjoined.    On the contrary,   Christians 

may enjoy worldly wealth if it  has been won morally,  if they 

are grateful   for It to God,  if they retain it with temper- 

ance.    They can thus enjoy comfort in this world and the 

next.    Interpretation of dreams is part of the priest's 

duties.    Amadfs dons his armor in a chapel, as though to 
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reeelve added protection,     it is nude clear that devils and 

demons  exlr.t.     We   have an  Instance  In  which  three  demons 

actually apeak with a mortal.    Satan, too, exists.    He 

enters   the  body  of an  unborn dragon,  and imbues  it  with 

strength in its  later life  to kill Chrlrtlans.     This angers 

God,   and  Amadfn  Is  plven  special   strength  to  vanquish  the 

dragon.     Amadfs   is  also made an Instrument  of God's venge- 

ance against an evil king and a blasphemous giant.    When 

the  evil  magician  Is  rut  In a  cage, Amadfs  tells  him  that 

it will free  hie   9oul. 

Fatalism  is   expressed  when  Amadfs  states  his  belief 

that  the   term  of  his  life  Is   foreordained.     Urganda expres- 

ses  fatalism  in spite  of her  ability  to  perform magic. 

God always  wins  In  the  end.     Amadfs  is  not  fatalistic in 

his  attitude   toward  his  romantic  troubles  with Orlana. 

He asks  both God and the  Virgin Mary  to  Intervene.     The 

rhynician Maestro  Ellsabat  claims  no  curative  power  for 

human medicine.     He   says  that  healing comes  from  God. 

Amadfs  also   asks   divine aid before  battle,  but   says  that 

the  time of  hie  death is  decided by  God,   and that  of the 

evil magician by   Satan.     Evil  characters  fear  death 

because   It   is  also   the  death of  the  soul,  but  Amadfs  fears 

life more   than  death.     He yearns  for  death.     He  s iys  that 

If  his  worldly   glory  dies,  he  wishes  his  body  to  die. 

Fine  and  plory  are  more   important  to  Amadfs  than life and 

he   comnoses  a   noem   to  express  this  attitude. 
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There  Is  not   a  cleir  distinction between reliFlon and 

magic,   but destructive maple Is frowned uron.    The  first 

time  that  Amadl*s   loser,  a  fight,   it  is  because  rtrcalaus 

has  cast  a   snell  on  him.     He  Is  broupht  out of  the   spell 

by  counter-maple.     Arcalaus  subsequently   flees  from battle 

and  does   not   use   any     maple.     He  holds captives  by mechanica], 

rather  than magical,   means.     His  enemies  defeat  him,  and he 

uses  no  maple  apalnst  them.     His  downfall  Is  caused by  his 

own  sins.     Much maple  Is  associated with Greeks.     The 

Insola Firms once belonped to a Greek king; isplandian is 

born with Greek letters on his chest i  the younp witch who 

ensnares   sailors  is  of Greek  descent  and is  defeated by  a 

Greek sailor; and the Insola del Diablo is the property of 

a Greek klnp. 

The  ambipulty  of distinction between religion and 

maple Is in contrast to the  clear-cut rules for the practi- 

cal  business  of beeomlnp a  knipht.     It  first  requires 

proper birth and character.     A period of traininp of one 

year or its  equivalent  is   necessary.     A knight  must   have 

specific  martial   skills.     A  previous  vigil  of arms  is 

necessary,   but  attendance  at  mass  and  participation in  the 

sacrament  of  the  Eucharist  may  substitute   for  it.     The 

actual  ceremony of kniphtinp is   simple.     Some   specific 

ceremonies   are  described.     Witnesses  are  necessary. 

Once  a man  is  made  a  knight,   he may  take  a  squire. 

Subordinates   can  play an important  role  in the  story. 
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They   love   those  whom   they   nerve.     The   dwarf 8   devotion to 

Amadffl  1B   demonstrated.     Imadfa'   squire  and   the  dwarf ex- 

nreas   sorrow  when  he  withdraw*  from  the  world.     Masters 

feel   affection  for   servants,     iven   strangers  comfort 

grieving  servants.     Amadla,   on his  death bed,   Is  concerned 

for  the  dwarfs   welfare,   and  wills   his  rreater.t  possession 

to  his   squire.     He  admits  that  he  and his  squire  are  social 

equals.     But   the   squire  is  still   subordinate  to  him  because 

Amadfs  refuses  to   knight  him.     Amadfs  knights  Enil,   who 

subsequently   proves  his  worth  in battle.     Amadfs'   squire 

works   for  Amadfs1   welfare,  even against  the  knight's  wishes. 

The   squire   "manages"   the  knight.     This  is of  real  help to 

Amadfs.     He  refuses   to  knlpht   the  squire  because  he is 

-fraid  to   lose  his   heln.     He  can confide only  in the  squire. 

The   squire   understands,  and  accepts  the  situation.    Amadfs 

consents  to   his  becoming a  knifht  only on his   (Amadfs') 

death  bed. 

!.'ot  all   knights  have  squires,  but  they all have  horses. 

Other  animals,   too,   are  mentioned,  and we  find   specific 

attitudes  ex'ressed.     Knlphts  are  always willing to  kill 

horses.     If the  knight's  own  horse  is  tired,   he  may kill 

his  adversary'8  animal   to   even  the odds.     A knight  may 

kill  another's   horse  if he  himself Is  afoot,   again to  even 

the  odds.     Am idfs  kills   his  horre  when  it  runs  away with 

him,   and  Lisuarte  kills   his  opponent'a  mount  in order  to 

gain  the   advantage.     When Amadfs  retires  from  the  world, 
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he  trades  his  horse  without  regret   for  clothing.     In a 

Joust,   the winner may  take  the  loser's  horr.e.     Horses are 

mere  adjuncts   to   men.     When knights  fight,   their horses  may 

also   fight  on another  part of the  field.     The  horse  of the 

victorious  knight  also  wins his  battle.     Only once  In  the 

book  Is  a  horse  given a  name.     Lions  appear  twice.     Perlon 

kills  one   single-handedly  because  he  cannot -void It,  and 

he  gains   renown from  the  victory.    Amadfs  prudently avoids 

a  fight   with  lions,  even though  a  lady requests  that  he 

do battle   with them. 

While animals  act  as  reflecting  screens  upon which to 

project  the  virtues of  the  knights,  they   form In a  larger 

context  one of  the  recurrent  themes  of the romance of 

chivalry.     If In the Amadfg their role Is minor, other 

thenes  assume   greater  proportion,  and  the  several  themes 

we  have  seen  In  previous   chapters  combine  to  give  the 

Amadfs  its   characteristic   flavor as  the  finest  book of 

chivalry   to  emerge   In  Spain.    Although the  Inspiration  for 

many  later  Imitations,   It  has  remained unrivaled In its 

elegance  of  style  and In  its  popularity with the  Spanish 

reading  public.     It   is  because of its  excellent  qualities 

and its influence on subsequent books that  this writer has 

chosen   to   investigate  the Aaadfe and  presents these  pages 

as  a  preliminary  study  with a  view to  comparing  it later 

with  Cervantes'   Don  ^ul Jote. 
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